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Abstract 

 

The discussion of Bjarnar saga Hítdælakappa structure has resulted in Bjarnar saga 

being described either as a clumsily made saga (Sigurður Nordal 1938, lxxix, Bjarni 

Guðnason 1994, 71) or as an odd, non-mainstream saga (Finlay 2003, 87). It has been 

called loose, especially in the part of the exchange of insults and violence between the 

poets. However, a scholastic attempt to find the narrative strategy behind the veil of 

clumsiness has shown that the seemingly loosely constructed narrative of the 

“Icelandic” part appears to be planned in a rather sophisticated and artistic way (Finlay 

1990-1993). 

However, it did not solve all of the Bjarnar saga’s structural puzzles. It was also 

argued that the looseness of the ‘Icelandic’ part contrasts with the tightness of the 

‘Norwegian’ beginning (Finlay 2000, xxxiv). The contrast between the parts can be 

supported by further research on the narrator’s guidance in the saga. In this work the 

contrasts, and also repetitions, in the ‘Norwegian’ beginning and the ‘Icelandic’ part of 

Bjarnar saga are considered as the indications of the bipartite structure, which often can 

be found in medieval European and Scandinavian literature (Clover 1982). The analysis 

builds upon research on structure and narrative strategy in Bjarnar saga, as well as 

previous structural and narratological research in the field of saga studies. Special 

attention is paid to the so far overlooked architecture of the “Norwegian” part and its 

connection to the ‘Icelandic narrative’ in order to determine its place in the overall 

structure of Bjarnar saga. 
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Ágrip 

Skoðanir fræðimanna á byggingu Bjarnar saga Hítdælakappa hafa verið að sagan sé 

illa saman sett (Sigurður Nordal 1938, lxxix, Bjarni Guðnason 1994, 71) eða óvenjuleg 

(Finlay 2003, 87). Lausatök hafa verið á samningu hennar, ekki síst í þeim hluta 

sögunnar þar sem skáldin níða hvort annað eða berjast. Fræðileg athugun á fyrirætlun 

sögumanns sem er látin líta út eins og klaufaskapur leiðir í ljós að „íslenski“ hluti 

sögunnar virðist hafa verið skipulagður af listfengi þrátt fyrir að hún virðist fremur 

losaraleg (Finlay 1990-1993). 

En ekki hefur tekist að svara öllum spurningum um byggingu Bjarnar sögu. 

Fræðimenn hafa einnig haldið því fram að lausatökin í „íslenska“ hlutanum séu í 

mótsögn við þétta frásögn „norska“ upphafsins (Finlay 2000, xxxiv). Munurinn á 

hlutum sögunnar má styðja frekar með rannsóknum á því hvernig sögumaðurinn 

leiðbeinir í sögunni. Í þessari rannsókn eru mismunurinn og endurtekningarnar milli 

„norska“ upphafsins og „íslenska“ hluta sögunnar skoðaðar sem vísbendingar um 

tvískipta byggingu Bjarnar sögu, líkt og á við um fjölmargar sögur í bókmenntum 

evrópskra og norrænna miðalda (Clover 1982). Greiningin byggir á rannsóknum á 

formgerð og frásagnaraðferðum í sögunni, en einnig fyrri rannsóknum á frásagnarfræði 

fornsagna. Svokallaður „norski“ hluti sögunnar er athugaður sérstaklega, einkum 

samband hans við „íslenska“ söguhlutann, til að varpa ljósi á stöðu hans í 

heildarbyggingu Bjarnar sögu. 
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I. Introduction 
 

A. The peculiarity of structure in Bjarnar saga  

 

This thesis is an attempt to readdress the issue of the structure in Bjarnar saga 

Hítdælakappa (further in text: Bjarnar saga) in light of new findings in the saga text 

and a renewed methodological approach to the structure of Íslendingasögur in general. 

The turn from the structural approach to the research of unique features of saga texts 

allows one to examine the variations in saga narrative patterns and even to trace the 

narrative strategies behind a decision to use a particular structural variation.1 In the 

framework of the structural approach, Bjarnar saga seems indeed to be a variation, as it 

has been argued that it has a double conflict.2 This was thought to be unusual as Bjarnar 

saga was analyzed as a “one-story” or mono-narrative.3 

Further inquiry into the structural repetitions, the usage of motives and rhetorical 

devices in Bjarnar saga suggests a change in the perspective or at least a redefinition of 

the current approach to the saga structure. It seems that Bjarnar saga could be viewed 

as a variation on the compound structures, described by Carol J. Clover as very 

prominent in the medieval narratives of Europe and Scandinavia.4 To try to show this 

compound composition in Bjarnar saga and, at least, some of the narrative strategy 

behind it is the main goal of this work. The parallel goal is to compare the two parts in 

several narrative features and to see whether there is not only structural but also 

narratological evidence for the compound composition.  

A very short introduction to Bjarnar saga should be given before the start of the 

work. Usually defined as one of the skaldsagas, this saga depicts the relationship 

between two poets, Björn Arngeirsson hítdæalakappi and Þórðr Kolbeinsson. In very 

rough retelling, the plot can be summarized in two steps; 1) Þórðr steals the Björn’s 

betrothed, Oddný, while Björn is away in Norway and other foreign realms to gain 

																																																								
1 Lars Lönnroth, “Structuralist Approaches to Saga Literature,” in Learning and Understanding 
in the Old Norse World: Essays in Honour of Margaret Clunies Ross, ed. Judy Quinn, Kate 
Heslop, and Tarrin Wills (Turnhout: Brepols, 2007), 63-73. 
2 Theodore M. Andersson, The Icelandic Family Saga: An Analytic Reading (Cambridge, 
Mass.: Harvard University press, 1967), 137. 
3 Ibid., 135-141. This seems to be Andersson’s approach to sagas in The Icelandic Family Saga 
in general. 
4	Clover, Carol J. The Medieval Saga. Ithaca, London, 1982, pp. 42-54.	
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honour and fame, 2) this becomes the foundation for the very complicated and dramatic 

relationships between Björn and Þórðr that eventually result in Björn’s death, Þórðr’s 

remorse and Oddný’s deep grief. This two-step composition will be in the main focus of 

this thesis.  

 

B. Problem and methodology 

 

1. Structure in Íslendingasögur: Post-structural analysis of structure? 

 

The structure of sagas was in the focus of saga studies for a long time. Indeed, signs of 

interest in this theme can be found more than 100 years ago in the work by Albert Bååth 

who studied structure as a way to understand the origins of sagas.5 Since then, the 

structure had been forgotten until the introduction of the structural approach to saga 

studies by Theodore M. Andersson in 1967.6 His work on the structure of the Family 

Sagas opened an extensive discussion that went on from the end of the 1960s till the 

mid-80s. This debate was thoroughly described by Lars Lönnroth in his recent overview 

of the structural approach in saga studies.7 In his concluding remarks on the state-of-

the-art of structural studies Lönnroth noticed that the schemes suggested during the 

structural rise appeared to be rather strict for the reality of the saga narrative, which had 

resulted in the decline of ‘pure’ structural approaches. On the other hand, structuralists 

prepared the ground for one to see, firstly, the universal “set of compositional rules” 

true for all of the saga narratives and, secondly, the special traits that are particular to an 

individual saga, like themes, motives or style.8 

An attempt to theorize this individuality of narrative was made by Margaret 

Clunies Ross, who also described the change in approaches towards the structure of 

sagas as a movement from the strict generalized scheme towards the individual text, 

																																																								
5 Albert U. Bååth, Studier öfver kompositionen i några isländska ättsagor (Lund: Berlings, 
1885). 
6 Theodore M. Andersson, The Icelandic Family Saga. 
7 Lars Lönnroth, “Structuralist Approaches to Saga Literature,” 63-73. 
8 Ibid., 72-73. This approach was also suggested by Roland Barthes who argued that structural 
analysis should start with a theory, a model, and then “proceed gradually from that model down, 
towards the species, which at the same time partake in and deviate from the model,” see Roland 
Barthes, Lionel Duisit, “An Introduction to the Structural Analysis of Narrative,” New Literary 
History, 6-2 (1975): 239. 
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where the themes and motives influence the text’s structure.9 The analysis of the 

individual structure of a saga, thus, can explicitly show the themes, as they are 

articulated by the position of episodes in the narrative sequence.10 A similar call was 

made by Carol J. Clover who argued that one should look not only at the main actions 

and “key scenes” but also the “structural marginalia” of the saga narrative as it is the 

only way to grasp the unity of a saga, which is based on the concept of “a significant 

event and the causal chains leading up to it”.11 This change from a generalized approach 

to a specialized one can be seen in the research on Bjarnar saga and will be 

demonstrated in the following section. 

 

2. The structure of Bjarnar saga: research overview 

 

2.1 External structure12 

 

The saga does not have any evident external division in parts, like the one that can be 

found, for example, in Egils saga,13 where the two parts represent the stories of the two 

generations. However, it has been noted that Bjarnar saga has points of abrupt change 

in narrative, either in location, style or characters’ behaviour. These points allowed 

Sigurður Nordal to divide the saga in three sections; in his view, chapters 1-9 represent 

the first section, 10-26 the second section and 27-34 – the third.14 The division between 

																																																								
9  Margaret Clunies Ross, The Cambridge Introduction to the Old Norse-Icelandic Saga 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2010), 124-139. 
10 The study of a text is thus a study of how “the narrative’s syntagm, its sequences of surface 
structures, can articulate certain central thematic paradigms which interrelate to produce the 
narrative’s meaning”. Clunies Ross makes a special stress on the possibility of existence of 
various themes in one saga, not only the theme of feud, as was argued by Andersson, and it 
seems that this is the dominant view in the saga studies now, see Ibid., 125-128. 
11 Carol J. Clover, The Medieval Saga (Ithaca, London: Cornell University Press, 1982), 28. 
12 The division between external and internal structures is taken from Torfi H. Tulinius, The 
Enigma of Egill: the Saga, the Viking poet, and Snorri Sturluson, trans. by Victoria Cribb 
(Ithaca, NY: Cornell University Library, 2014), 19-23. 
13 Ibid. 
14 Sigurður Nordal, introduction to “Bjarnar saga Hítdælakappa”, in Borgfirðinga sögur, ed. 
Sigurður Nordal, Guðni Jónsson, Íslenzk fornrit 3 (Reykjavík: Hið íslenzka fornritafélag, 1938), 
lxxiv-lxxvi. The division on three sections also supported by the distribution of verses in the 
saga, as there are only two verses in the first 11 chapters, while the remaining 37 stanzas are 
distributed in the rest of the text, with less verses in the third section and more in the second 
one, see	John LeC. Simon, “Some aspects of the verses in Bjarnar saga,” Parergon 22 (1978), 
39; Edith Marold, “The Relation between Verse and Prose in Bjarnar saga Hítdælakappa,” in 
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the 1st and the 2nd sections had several reasons, the first of which is simply the change in 

location of the saga action from the Norwegian setting to the Icelandic one. Secondly, 

there is a change in behaviour of the hero of the saga, Björn, who suddenly stops being 

honorable, “wealthy and famous Viking” and starts to act rather mean.15 Finally, 

Sigurður also noticed a considerable change in the manner of structuring the saga events 

in the second section, as the text suddenly becomes “fragmentary, disorganised and 

incoherent”. 16  This “fragmentary” or “loose” 17  narrative disappears with the 

introduction of Þorsteinn Kuggason in chapter 27, which was the reason for the division 

between the 2nd and the 3d sections.18  

This tripartite nature of Bjarnar saga has been explained by the origins of the 

Bjarnar saga narrative, i.e. its author’s work with sources. Thus, the loose text in the 2nd 

section has been seen as a result of a raw intertwining of a variety of sources, among 

which are skaldic verses and oral anecdotal stories about the saga characters.19 This was 

not the case for the 1st and the 3rd sections, where the only discernable source is the 

hagiographical anecdote about Björn and king Óláfr that most probably influenced a big 

part of the 1st section.20  

																																																																																																																																																																		
Skaldsagas: Text, Vocation, and Desire in the Icelandic Sagas of Poets, ed. Russel G. Poole 
(Berlin, New York: De Gruyter, 2001), 79. In his unpublished dissertation Simon divides the 
saga into three parts; ch.1-11, ch.12-30 and ch.31-37, see John LeC. Simon, A Critical Edition 
of Bjarnar saga Hítdælakappa, Vol.1 (Unpublished PhD thesis, University of London, 1966), 6. 
The division into three parts is different in Sigurður’s and Simon’s approach, though, because in 
his edition Simon uses different chapter division following the paragraph brakes in the AM 551 
d α, 4to manuscript, see the discussion on sources later in his chapter. 
15	Sigurður Nordal, introduction, lxxv. The citation is translated by Alison Finlay, see Alison 
Finlay, introduction to The Saga of Bjorn, Champion of the Men of Hitardale (Enfield Lock: 
Hisarlik Press, 2000), xxxiv.	
16	Sigurður Nordal, introduction, lxxvi. The citation is translated by Alison Finlay, see Alison 
Finlay, introduction, xxxv.	
17 The “looseness” of narrative often appears in saga studies as a term for fragmentary and 
incoherent texts. Cf. how Alison Finlay used it to summarize the previous attitude towards 
Bjarnar saga: “The saga’s structure has been criticised for looseness and arbitrariness...” in 
Alison Finlay, “Nið, Adultry and Feud in Bjarnar saga Hítdælakappa”, Saga-Book of the Viking 
Society 23 (1990-1993), 171.   
18 “Með tilkomu Þorsteins Kuggasonar breytir sagan enn um svip, og úr því er það áþreifanlegt, 
að höfundur færir frásöguna meir í stílinn og gerir hana sögulegri...” in Sigurður Nordal, 
introduction, lxxix. 
19 Alison Finlay, introduction, xxxiv.  
20 The dependence of the Rus’ episode in the 1st part on the Russian Primary Chronicle 
proposed by Richard Boer was discredited by Sigurður Nordal, see Richard C. Boer, 
introduction to Bjarnar saga Hítdælakappa (Halle: Max Niemeyer, 1893), xxi-xxii; Sigurður 
Nordal, introduction, lxxvii. Sigurður’s own suggestion about the lost saga of Þorsteinn 
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This work will set aside the origins of the saga narrative and will try to see if 

there is any indication that the structural division, noticed by Sigurður Nordal, could be 

done by the saga author deliberately. Such possibility was introduced by Carol Clover, 

who argued that medieval European and Icelandic literatures have many examples of 

compound compositions, where there is a division into two parts; the first serves as an 

introduction to the main narrative that appears in the second. 21  Although this 

composition is often associated with stories about two generations, as in Egils saga, it is 

also possible in stories of one life, as can be seen in Beowulf.22 Thus, one could wonder 

whether the changes between the ‘Norwegian’ beginning and the ‘Icelandic’ narrative 

could be actual signs of the bipartite structure in Bjarnar saga, with the introduction set 

mostly in Norway and the main narrative set in Iceland.  

Note, that this work will focus on the possible bipartite and not tripartite 

structure, because the narrative changes between the 2nd and the 3rd sections in Sigurður 

Nordal’s division could be influenced by the rhetoric of the climax, traditional for saga 

narratives.23 The climax and its place in the saga could be explored more, but for the 

purpose of saving space and time it will be analyzed as a part of the ‘Icelandic’ 

narrative. Thus, this study will limit itself by the main division on the ‘Norwegian’ and 

‘Icelandic’ parts only.24 

 

 

 

 

																																																																																																																																																																		
Kuggason as a source for the 3d part was criticised by Judith Jesch, see Sigurður Nordal, 
introduction, lxxxi-lxxxiii; Judith Jesch, “Two Lost Sagas”, Saga-Book of the Viking Society 21 
(1982-1983), 1-14. 
21 The most famous examples of bipartite Íslendingasögur are Egils saga and Ljósvetninga 
saga, see Carol J. Clover, The Medieval Saga, 46. 
22 Ibid., 43. 
23 I.e. the change in manner of structuring due to the features of the narrative preceding the 
climax of the saga or the change in Björn's behaviour due to the “hero’s rehabilitation” stage, 
when the hero gets some positive features again before his last stand, see Theodore M. 
Andersson, The Icelandic Family Saga, 140. 
24	Such a division is not a counter-intuitive one and was, for example, used in Veronika Egyed’s 
MA thesis, where one of the chapters is concerned with Bjarnar saga. However, she looks 
mainly at the content and not at the form, if one returns for a moment to this old Formalist 
distinction, see Veronika Egyed, The Performative Man. Níð and Gender in a Skald Saga (MA 
thesis, Háskóli Íslands, 2009), 38.	
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2.2 Internal structure 

 

Apart from external structure a text usually has its internal structure, i.e. the way the 

sequence of episodes of the whole text is organized. The internal structure of Bjarnar 

saga has only been discussed twice in more or less detail, and only two different 

approaches can therefore be distinguished. The first is the structural analysis performed 

by Theodore M. Andersson; it can be seen as a macro study as the saga text was looked 

at from the point of view of the universal “saga structure” pattern.25 The second is a 

study conducted by Alison Finlay, who looked at Bjarnar saga from the micro 

perspective and traced a theme of níð that influenced at least a part of the saga 

composition.26  

 

2.2.1 Bjarnar saga in Theodore Andersson’s The Icelandic Family Saga 

 

In The Icelandic Family Saga Theodore M. Andersson suggested a general structure 

that presumably could be found in any Íslendingasaga. This structure, according to 

Andersson, consists of such parts as: introduction, conflict, climax, revenge, 

reconciliation and aftermath.27 This universal structure was applied to Bjarnar saga. 

Thus, a half of the ‘Norwegian’ beginning was placed in the introduction section (until 

Þórðr’s marriage to Oddný) and another half, starting from the encounter at Brenneyjar, 

was put in the conflict section. The conflict section embraced all of the episodes from 

the robbery at Brenneyjar to the failure of Þorsteinn Kuggason’s mediation. The climax 

consisted of the preparation for the ambush, the ambush and the last stand of Bjorn. The 

rest Andersson saw as a part of the revenge cluster, saying that there is no reconciliation 

and aftermath in Bjarnar saga. 
 

Table 1. Andersson’s scheme  
 

																																																								
25 Theodore M. Andersson, The Icelandic Family Saga, 137-140. 
26 Alison Finlay, “Nið, Adultry and Feud,” 158-178. 
27	Theodore M. Andersson, The Icelandic Family Saga, 4-5.	
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Andersson’s scheme was quite strict and formal; the conflict would start from 

the first open confrontation, the climax - from the first rhetoric signs of it (like 

foreshadowing dreams and slowing down of the time), etc. Nevertheless, this method 

allowed him to notice features that make Bjarnar saga somehow unique; for example, 

he argued that, unlike the other Íslendingasögur, Bjarnar saga is focused mainly on the 

relationship between the two characters and it is the only saga where the conflict is 

mentioned even before the main plot starts.28 

However, the unique as well as plainly odd features were not placed anywhere 

in the scheme and were not analyzed as a part of the whole narrative. Thus, the doubling 

of the conflict remained just an exception from the general pattern. The exchanges of 

verses and violence in the ‘Icelandic’ narrative were treated similarly; the climax was 

claimed to be delayed for too long, as it did not fit the traditional parameter of a 

coherent, neatly structured story.29 This view created a picture of an odd and clumsy 

saga that is different from others. The only thing that was left is to explain whether this 

difference is random or the saga’s structure has an inner logic.  

 

 

																																																								
28 Ibid., 137. 
29 See also the critique of Andersson’s approach in Margaret Clunies Ross, The Cambridge 
Introduction, 129. She focused on Andersson’s treatment of the introduction and conflict 
sections in Laxdæla saga and noticed that all the nuancing that is made around the character of 
Guðrún Ósvífrsdóttir just is not taken into account. She argued that the scheme should be 
elaborated in a way that it would include the narratives about women, as they seem to convey an 
important meaning too. 

Later Andersson reevaluated his approach. In 2002 he wrote that in his book from 1967 
he was much more fond of the rhetoric part than the structural research; he agreed with the idea 
of structural and thematic flexibility of sagas. The idea of loose construction of the middle part 
of Bjarnar saga was also gone; here Andersson used Bjarnar saga as an example of “a 
mounting crescendo” in sagas. See Theodore M. Andersson, “The Long Prose Form in 
Medieval Iceland”, Journal of English and Germanic Philology 101-3 (2002), 387, 394. 

Introduction	
• Bethrothal	
• Björn	and	Þórðr	in	
Norway	
• Björn	in	Rus',	Þórðr	is	
back	to	Iceland	
• Þórðr	marries	Oddný	

ConMlict	
• Brenneyjar,	Olaf's	
mediation	afterwards	
• Winter	at	Þórðr's	
place	
• Three	níð	
• Three	slayings	by	
Björn	
• Erotic	stanzas	and	
outlaw	episodes	
• Three	ambushes	
• Þorsteinn	Kuggasson´s	
mediation	

Climax	
• Preparing	of	the	Minal	
ambush	
• Björn	before	the	
ambush	
• Last	stand	

Revenge	
• Exultation	before	
Björn's	wife	and	
mother	
• Oddny	
• Compensation	by	
Þórðr	
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2.2.2 Themes and composition: Níð in Bjarnar saga 

 

The first step towards understanding the Bjarnar saga’s logic was made by Alison 

Finlay, who argued that the ‘Icelandic’ narrative is not at all loose or too long but 

carefully planned. Finlay took a different approach from Andersson and focused on 

Bjarnar saga individually, mainly on the themes of níð and cowardice and their 

influence on the saga structure.30 Firstly, Finlay showed how the níð in Bjarnar saga 

arises from the theme of cowardice by metaphorical association. Secondly, the níð does 

not appear sporadically but is put in an escalatory sequence of exchanges that reaches 

its climax in the tréníð episode, from which the verbal form of the feud changes to 

physical violence.31 This view creates a different perspective on the structure of the 

‘Icelandic’ narrative; instead of one ‘clumsy’, ‘loose’ and too long sequence there are, 

in fact, two feuding sequences of different types, with two climaxes.32 This structure of 

the ‘Icelandic’ narrative, where one sequence of exchanges is followed by the other can 

be seen in Table 2, where each of the dots is a climax: 

 

Table 2. Scheme of the conflict in the ‘Icelandic’ part based on Finlay’s study 

 

 

 

This explained the “delayed” climax, pointed out by Andersson. However, the 

double conflict still remained without interpretation. This work will suggest a possible 

explanation, approaching Bjarnar saga as a bipartite composition.33 

 

 

																																																								
30 Alison Finlay, “Nið, Adultry and Feud,” 158-178. 
31 Ibid., 171. 
32 A similar idea was brought up by Carol J. Clover who argued that the conflict of Bjarnar 
saga has a compound structure, which manifested itself in a multiplication of the feud episodes, 
see Carol J. Clover, The Medieval Saga, 46. 
33 Another argument for the bipartite structure could be Finlay’s observation that the 
‘Norwegian’ part, unlike the ‘Icelandic’ one, does not have any traces of nið, although the 
theme of Þórðr’s cowardice seems to be prominent there too, see Alison Finlay, “Nið, Adultry 
and Feud,” 166-167.  

verbal attack physical attack 
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3. Conclusions 

 

This research has two main points of discussion. Firstly, based on the analysis of the 

structural repetitions between the ‘Norwegian’ beginning and the ‘Icelandic’ narrative, 

this study will argue that Bjarnar saga can be looked at as a bipartite narrative. This 

perspective allows one to provide an interpretation for several obscure places in Bjarnar 

saga’s structure and content, as will be shown in chapter II, A of this thesis. 

 Secondly, this work will explore the poetics of bipartite structure in a saga, 

which is not a story of two generations. If not the content, then what is it exactly that 

makes the ‘Norwegian’ and ‘Icelandic’ parts of Bjarnar saga so different that it has 

always been recognized by the researchers? In order to start the discussion, this study 

focuses only on the differences in the manifestations of the narrator’s guidance in 

Bjarnar saga. The existing theoretical approach to this narrative category and its 

analysis in Bjarnar saga, limited to the connections between the episodes and some 

representations of characters’/narrator’s subjectivity, can be found in chapter II, B. 

Thus, this work will be an attempt to study the individual structure of one 

particular saga text. It will not focus a great deal on determining the traditional patterns 

but rather will start from the structuralists’ findings and approach Bjarnar saga through 

the deductive method of narratology, allowing this text to speak for itself through its 

themes and motives, narrative techniques and architecture.  

 
C. Sources 

 

Before proceeding to the main discussion, it is highly important to give a short 

overview of the preservation of Bjarnar saga; firstly, because it is, in many ways, 

problematic, and secondly, because it could concern directly the differences between the 

‘Norwegian’ beginning and the ‘Icelandic’ narrative. The main problem is that in full 

length Bjarnar saga is preserved only in the 17th-19th c. paper manuscripts, all of which, 

in one way or another, are copies of AM 551 d α, 4to (17th c.).34 Thus, this manuscript 

was used for most of the existing editions and translations. The situation is aggravated 
																																																								
34 Profound overviews of Bjarnar saga manuscript situation can be found in Richard C. Boer, 
introduction, xii-xiv; Sigurður Nordal, introduction, xcv-xcvii; John LeC. Simon, A Critical 
Edition, Vol.1, 19-149. In the latter there is also a revised and detailed stemma of the 
relationships between the manuscripts of Bjarnar saga, see Ibid., 148. 
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by the fact that AM 551 d α, 4to has two lacunae. The first lacuna occurs at the very 

beginning of the manuscript, so that it starts only from words Þann vetr fór Björn (the 

middle of the 5th chapter in the Íslenzk fornrit edition).35 It is thought that the preceding 

text was lost before the saga was copied in AM 551 d α, 4to.36 The second lacuna starts 

from the words “Hefir nú þann veg verit”, segir hann…” at the end of chapter 14 and 

goes till chapter 15 in the Íslenzk fornrit edition. While the second lacuna is impossible 

to reconstruct due to the lack of other independent manuscripts with this fragment, the 

first lacuna is usually substituted by the fragment from the so-called Bœjarbók á 

Rauðasandi (15th c.; further in text: Bœjarbók), the manuscript that belongs to the 

tradition of the extended versions of Separate saga St. Olaf.37 Thus, the ‘Norwegian’ 

beginning, as it is presented in Íslenzk fornrit edition, appears to be a mixture of two 

texts. This fact can definitely influence the results of this study and, therefore, needs to 

be discussed in more detail. 

What is known about the Bœjarbók version of Bjarnar saga and its relationship 

to the version in AM 551 d α, 4to? In other words, should Bjarnar saga be analysed as a 

whole on the basis of the Íslenzk fornrit edition, for example, or should the first 5 ½ 

chapters be treated with special attention? The original Bœjarbók manuscript dates from 

ca. 1400. Most of it was destroyed in a Copenhagen fire, either of 1728 or 1795;38 the 

only four remaining leaves of this manuscript are known as AM 73 b, fol.39 At least 

three copies of it usually figure in the discussion: AM 71, fol., AM 73 a, fol., AM 76, 

fol.  

In these copies of Bœjarbók, Bjarnar saga occupies 10 chapters. In published 

editions of Bjarnar saga the first lacuna is usually substituted with the text from the 

AM 71, fol., which was made in 1700 by Magnús Einarsson in Haukadal.40 In his 

dissertation John Simon argued that AM 73 a, fol. is much more valuable than AM 71, 

																																																								
35 The references are given to the chapters in Íslenzk fornrit edition because AM 551 d α, 4to 
itself does not have any divisions on chapters, see Simon, John L. A Critical Edition,Vol.1, 6. 
36 Richard C. Boer, introduction, vii-viii. 
37 Alison Finlay, introduction, xlvi.  
38 Richard C. Boer, introduction, ix. 
39 It came to Árni Magnússon from Guðrun Eggertsdottir, from “Bæ ä Raudasande”. It seems 
that he acquired it with help of Amtmand Christian Müller in 1697-1698, see John LeC. Simon, 
A Critical Edition, 23. 
40 Sigurður Nordal, introduction, xcvi.  
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fol. or AM 76, fol., as AM 73 a. fol. seems to be a direct copy of the original vellum,41 

and used AM 73 a, fol. instead of AM 71, fol. However, as his edition remains 

unpublished and is not used widely, this work will be concerned with the Bjarnar saga 

fragment in AM 71 fol. that is present in Íslenzk fornrit and Richard Boer’s editions, as 

well as Alison Finlay’s English translation.42 

As the versions of Bjarnar saga, presented in AM 71, fol. copy of Bœjarbók and 

in AM 551 d α, 4to overlap (ch. 5 ½ to 10), it is possible to compare them and see 

whether they are different or not. Thus, on the basis of this comparison Boer argued that 

the text in Bœjarbók tradition is independent from the main saga text in AM 551 d α, 

4to.43 The question is, to what extent is it independent from the saga text it was copied 

from? Simon argued that Bjarnar saga in Bœjarbók was a retelling, “with certain 

omissions and in some cases certain expansions, of the opening of Bjarnar saga”.44 This 

retelling, in his view, consisted only of information that was important for the narrative 

about St. Óláfr. His argument is based on the narrator’s intrusion in the first chapter, 

“En því get ek eigi þeira smágreina... at þær heyra ekki til þessari sögu”, that in the 

Separate saga St. Olaf´s context appears to be an addition from the Bœjarbók’s 

compiler. Alison Finlay and Sigurður Nordal in their commentary to the saga also trace 

several characters that were, probably, mentioned in the lost beginning of the saga; this 

also supports the theory of a retelling in Bœjarbók. 

It is a matter of another research paper but it seems worth mentioning that the 

comparison between the overlapping pieces of the versions does not show compression 

or expansion trends that would be expected from a retelling that has only information 

necessary for the St. Óláfr narrative. Additions are present both in AM 71, fol. (further 

in examples as O, following Boer’s apparatus) and in AM 551 d α, 4to (further in 

examples as A), but the content in the majority of cases is the same as can be seen in the 

example in Table 3. However, this content is presented in O and A versions in different 

forms. Several types of variation can be found, from which the inversion (drekinn dauðr 
																																																								
41 John LeC. Simon, A Critical Edition, 24. 
42 AM 71, fol. was copied from the now lost *Ástríðarbók, which was the oldest copy of 
Bœjarbók, made no later than 1697, see Ibid., 28. Unlike AM 73 a, fol., AM 71, fol. has a 
modernized orthography and a number of mistakes that separate it from AM 73 a, fol. and AM 
76, fol. Thus, it seems to be an independent copy of Bœjarbók, see Ibid. 
43 Richard C. Boer, introduction, x. 
44 John LeC. Simon, A Critical Edition,19-20. Finlay seems to agree with him, see Alison 
Finlay, introduction, xlvii. 
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niðr (O)/	drekinn niðr dauðr (A)) and the usage of synonyms (ok kastaði skildi (O)/ ok 

brá skildi (A)) are the most prominent. It seems that at least some of the variation in O 

can be motivated by its own style (for example, the preference of því at constructions in 

O to “non-explanatory” narration in A; see section II, B, 3.2.1).45 But O version does 

not look like a summarising retelling. Thus, if 6 ½ chapters of AM 71, fol. are a 

variation of the Bjarnar saga text, why wouldn’t the first 5 ½ chapters be the same? 

 

  

																																																								
45 AM 71, fol.  also seems to prefer alliterative constructuions (bæði til fjár ok frama (O)/ bæði 
til fjár ok burðar (A)), which is a known feature of the so-called “learned” style, see Nygaard, 
M. Norrøn syntax. Oslo: Aschehoug, 1966, p. 3. 
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Table 3. An example of the comparison between O and A versions, assembled 

according to Boer’s edition apparatus 

Place (Boer's 
edition46): 
Chapter, page, 
lines 

O A Comm. 

Ch. 5, 12,15-22 Sá atburðr varð þá, er Björn fylgði 
Knúti konungi, at hann fór með her 
sinn suðr um sjá, ok flugdreki einn fló 
at her konungsins ok svá nærri þeim, at 
hann vildi hremma einn mann; Björn 
var nær staddr ok kastaði skildi yfir 
manninn ok hremði hann í gegnum 
skjöldinn mjök svá; Björn tók í sporð 
drekans annarri hendi, en annari hjó 
hann fyrir aptan vængina, ok tók þar í 
sundr; datt þá drekinn dauðr niðr; en 
konungrinn gaf honum mikit fé ok 
langskip gott, ok því helt hann til 
Danmerkr ok gørði félag við þann 
mann, er Auðun hét, ok kallaðr 
bakskiki, hann var víkverskr at sumu 
kyni, en danskr at sumu. Auðun var 
útlægr af Noregi. Hann hafði tvau skip 
til félags við Björn ok lögðu síðan 
austr fyrir Svíþjóð í hernað ok herjuðu 
á Vindr um sumrum en váru í Danmörk 
á vetrum, ok var þetta þeira iðn þann47 
vetr. 

Þar varð sá atburðr, er Björn fylgði 
konungi ok sigldi með liði sínu 
fyrir sunnan sjá, at fló yfir lið 
konungs flugdreki ok lagðiz at 
þeim ok vildi hremma mann einn; 
en Björn var nær staddr ok brá 
skildi yfir hann, en hann hremði 
hann næsta í gegnum skjöldinn. 
Siðan grípr Björn í sporðinn 
drekans annarri hendi, en annari 
hjó hann fyrir aptan vængina, ok 
gekk þar í sundr, ok fell drekinn 
niðr dauðr. En konungr gaf Birni 
mikit fé ok langskip gott, ok því 
helt hann til Danmerkr. Þá gørði 
hann félag við Auðun bakskika, 
víkverskan mann, en danskan at 
sumu kyni. Þá var Auðun áðr 
útlægr gørr. Hann hafði tvau skip 
til félags við hann og lögðu síðan 
austr fyrir Svíþjóð í hernað og 
herjuðu um sumarit en váru um 
vetrinn í Danmörk. Þetta var iðn 
þeira í þrjá vetr. 

- dif. vocabulary 
(synonims and 
rephrasing) 
- inversion  
- completely 
identical places  
- difference in 
content 
- additions 
- ok in O that 
connects several 
sentences or 
semantic blocks 
in A 
 

 

While the first chapter can be seen indeed as a retelling, it seems that the rest of 

the AM 71, fol. version of Bjarnar saga is a creative re-writing, a variation. Although it 

needs further philological research, this short insight into the Bjarnar saga sources 

allows to prepare the ground for the study of this thesis. It will be especially important 

for the narrative guidance analysis in chapter II, B, 3, as it deals with specific language 

features. Thus, this study will treat 1) the first chapter as a retelling of the saga by the 

Bœjarbók compiler, 2) chapters 2-5 ½ as a Bœjarbók variant of the saga and 3) the rest 

as the saga text according to AM 551 d α, 4to.  

																																																								
46 Richard C. Boer, Bjarnar saga Hítdælakappa (Halle: Max Niemeyer, 1893). 
47 þann] þriá AM 73a, fol., see John LeC. Simon, A Critical Edition, vol. 2, 108.  This place 
could represent a difference that is due to a scribal misinterpretation in AM 71, fol. 
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II. The double life of Bjarnar saga  

 

A. The bipartite Bjarnar saga 

 

1. Introduction 

 

One way to check if the saga text is compound or bipartite is to look at the repetitions. 

In bipartite narratives the elements of the earlier part tend to appear in the latter one 

either as repeated events or as structural parallels.48 Moreover, a repeated element is 

often presented “generally more impressively and set at a higher level”.49 This chapter 

aims to look at such repetitions in the ‘Norwegian’ and ‘Icelandic’ parts of Bjarnar 

saga. For the sake of brevity, in this work these repetitions were called “doublets”, i.e. 

instances of a pair of similar/identical elements in the two parts.50 

The analysis of these doublets, presented in section 2 of this chapter, argues that 

there is a similar structural pattern in the foundation of the ‘Norwegian’ beginning and 

the ‘Icelandic’ narrative. However, there is no abrupt break between the end of one 

pattern and the beginning of another but rather a transition. The analysis of this 

transition is given in section 3. 

 

2. The mirror elements between the ‘Norwegian’ and ‘Icelandic’ parts 

 

 2.1 Winter stays as staging of the conflict  

 

The doublet conflict that was mentioned in the introduction will be ignored for some 

time in order to look at other instances of mirror patterns in Bjarnar saga. The second 

doublet is a pair of scene-sequences that can be grouped together as “winter stays”. 51 

There are only two instances in the saga when Björn and Þórðr stay somewhere together 
																																																								
48 Observations on Clover's idea of the European influence on the Icelandic sagas' structure in 
Gísli Sigurðsson, The Medieval Icelandc Saga and Oral tradition: A Discourse on Method 
(Cambridge, MA: Milman Parry Collection, 2004), 30.  
49 Ibid. 
50 This term is used by Clover in her discussion of the bipartite medieval narratives, see Carol J. 
Clover, The Medieval Saga, 45. 
51 On the concept of scene see Carol J. Clover, “Scene in Saga-Composition”, Arkiv för nordisk 
filologi 89 (1974), 57-83. 
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during the winter; these are the winter stay at Eirík jarl’s court in chapter 3 and the 

winter stay at Þórðr’s farm in chapters 12-14. 

In both cases, the winter stays provide the stage for open hostility to develop; i.e. 

they accumulate events that become the basis for a future conflict. After the first winter 

stay Þórðr marries Oddný, who was betrothed to Björn; this is the first move that is 

answered by Björn’s revenge at Brenneyjar. The second winter stay is different as it 

already includes the “first moves”. “Moves” in plural, because the ambiguity of the 

‘Icelandic’ part does not allow to state clearly the exact reason for the future hostility.52 

There is 1) a layer of verbal insult exchanges;53 2) a layer of adultery, which is probably 

known to Þórðr;54 3) a layer of behaviour that Þórðr and Björn do not like in each 

other.55  This winter stay, as a whole, becomes a preparatory, yet non-violent, setting of 

the stage for the following violence.56 

There is another symmetry between the two winter stays, as both cases show 

evidence of parallelism. It is expressed in the courtesy exchange in the beginning of 

chapter 3, when Björn and Þórðr tell Eirík jarl only the most pleasant things about each 

other. In the second winter stay, this exchange is reversed and multiplied; Björn and 

Þórðr exchange only spiteful verses, so that the courtesy becomes disastrous animosity.  

 
																																																								
52 On formal representation of ambiguity in Íslendingasögur see Ármann Jakobsson, “Some 
Types of Ambiguities in the Sagas of Icelanders,” Arkiv för nordisk filologi 119 (2004), 37–53. 
The ambiguity also manifests in the content, as family sagas are full of characters with uncertain 
social identity, see Torfi H. Tulinius, “The 'Matter of the North'. Fiction and Uncertain 
Identities in thirteenth-century Iceland,” in Old Icelandic Literature and Society, ed. Margaret 
Clunies Ross (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2000), 256-262. The lack of clearly 
stated motivations seems to take a big part in the creation of ambiguity in the ‘Icelandic’ part of 
Bjarnar saga, see section II, B, 2. 
53 Alison Finlay idetifies two instances of verbal níð exchanges during the second winter stay. 
She also argued that possibly this kind of exchange was in the lost beginning of the saga. They 
are different from the níð exchanges in the following chapters, though, as they appear twice in 
fornyrðislag metre, see Alison Finlay, “Nið, Adultry and Feud,” 166-167. 
54 On the theme of adultery in Bjarnar saga see Ursula Dronke, “Sem jarlar forðum. The 
influence of Rígsþyla on two saga episodes,” in Speculum Norroenum. Norse Studies in 
Memory of Gabriel Turville-Petre (Odense: Odense University Press, 1981), 56-72. 
55 Mostly Þórðr as his point of view is mentioned much more often during the winter scenes, see 
section II, B, 3.2.2. 
56 The situation with the second winter stay is more complicated as it is not clear what exactly 
happens after this stay; there is a lacuna at the end of chapter 14, right after the announcement 
that Björn is leaving. However, there are traces of the similar winter stay pattern; the lacuna is 
followed by a sequence of the níð insults that forms the first, verbal/symbolical stage of the 
conflict of the ‘Icelandic’ part, see section 2.2.2 of the Introduction. So, the winter stay at 
Þórðr’s farm in chapters 12-14 is still a pre-conflict phase. 
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2.2 Mediation episodes 

 

Another striking structural repetition can be found in the reconciliation episodes. There 

are only two examples of reconciliation or, at least, an attempt at it through the 

mediation of high authorities. The first is the reconciliation achieved by St.Óláfr in 

chapter 8; the second is an attempt at reconciliation made by Þorsteinn Kuggason in 

chapter 29. 

Both Óláfr and Þorsteinn are members of higher class, which is marked 

linguistically as they are addressed in the plural of respect.57 Both offer to mediate 

between Þórðr and Björn in almost the same manner, calling this process ‘at gera í milli 

ykkar’: “…eða vili þit nú,” segir konungr, “at ek gera í millum ykkar?” (8,131)/ “Ek 

mun bjóðask til at gera milli ykkar Þorðar um mál yður…” (27, 187). 58 Both fail as the 

dispute continues afterwards. This is particularly true with Þorsteinn’s mediation, while 

Óláfr’s mediation fails only in the context of the whole saga; it is not stated anywhere in 

the AM 551 d α, 4to version of Bjarnar saga that Óláfr’s mediation failed, unlike 

Þorsteinn’s. So it also could be that this is a case of reverse doublets, similar to the 

opposite nature of the exchanges found in the winter stays episodes; Óláfr’s mediation 

in Norway works, while Þorsteinn’s in Iceland – does not. 

 The two episodes also have a partly symmetrical context in terms of Björn’s 

behaviour, which is first evaluated by a higher authority as negative (1) but then 

changes to friendship (3)59 in two steps: first, his actions become understandable (2,a) 

and, second, they become supported by Björn’s own explicit motivation (2,b). Thus, 

																																																								
57 When the 3d person plural pronoun is used for addressing a singular person; on the usage of 
the plural of respect see Helgi Guðmundsson, The Pronominal Dual in Icelandic (Reykjavík: 
Institute of Nordic Linguistics, 1972).	The only other character that is addressed in this way is 
Eirík jarl in chapter 3.		
58 All of the citations of Bjarnar saga are given with reference to chapter/page according to 
“Bjarnar saga Hítdælakappa,” in Borgfirðinga sögur, ed. Sigurður Nordal and Guðni Jónsson, 
Íslenzk fornrit 3 (Reykjavík: Híð íslenzka fornritafélag, 1938) if another source is not stated. 
59 This change from negative to positive can remind one of structural stages of a typical þáttr 
that were called Alienation and Reconciliation stages by Joseph C. Harris in “Genre and 
Narrative Structure in Some Íslendinga Þættir”, Scandinavian Studies 44-1 (1972), 10-13. It 
should be noted, however, that in the first part of Bjarnar saga this change takes no more than 1 
or 2  short sentences and no stages of Alienation are discribed (unlike the episode with 
Þorsteinn in the second part, which is much more detailed). It could be argued that in the first 
part this Alienation is simply not in the main focus of the narrative but it exists nevertheless in 
the background, maybe as a necessary generic feature. 
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Óláfr puts Björn in chains because he initially appears to him to be a malicious Viking 

who steals goods from unarmed men, while Þorsteinn initially experiences Björn’s 

inhospitality and hostility during his accidental stay in Hólm (1). Both negative 

evaluations are present in the text, although with different levels of explicitness as 

Óláfr’s judgement is given directly in his reported speech60 while Þórsteinn’s evaluation 

is left for deduction through the objective depiction of the situation and by mentioning 

that at some point he became very angry.61 Then there is a restorative period as the 

authority figure forgives Björn (2,a); Óláfr learns the reason for Björn’s decision to rob 

Þórðr (given in Björn’s reported speech and evaluated as true by the king; 8, 131), and 

Þorsteinn receives the expected treatment and is urged by Þorfinna to accept everything 

because ‘várkunn á fáleikum hans í fyrstu’ (his coldness in the beginning can be 

excused;62 27, 186). Finally, this restorative period transforms into friendship between 

Björn and the authority figure (3), which in both cases is preceded by Björn’s 

explanation of his actions (2,b).63 In both cases this pattern of relationship is triggered 

by Þórðr. This pattern can be seen in Table 4: 

 

 Table 4. Björn and higher authorities: Relationship pattern 

																																																								
60 This reaction is conveyed through reported speech: “Konungr kvað víkingum auðfengnar 
sakar við kaupmenn, er þeir girnask fé þeira” (8, 131). 
61 “Þorsteini óx móðr við átekjur hans” (27, 185). This reaction is presented through using 
Þorsteinn's point of view. Apart from quite hostile actions such as leaving freezing and wet 
guests without any fire and dry clothes, Björn’s inhospitality is also conveyed explicitly in 
Björn’s remark that the cheese and skyr that Þorsteinn and his people were eating is ‘enemies 
cheer’ (‘óvinafagnað’) (27, 185). Translation is given according to Alison Finlay, The Saga of 
Bjorn, Champion of the Men of Hitardale (Enfield Lock: Hisarlik Press, 2000), 65. 
62 It is not explained why it is excusable, though. This is an example of the ‘Icelandic’ part 
ambiguious style that will be touched upon further. 
63 “Ek skal þá segja þér, at ek virða þik svá mikils ósénan, at fyrir því drap ek Þórp eigi ok alla 
skipshöfn hans, at hann hafði eðvarr vetrgestr verit...” (9, 132)/“...en ek var fár við yðr it fyrsta 
kveld, at ek ætlaða, at þér skyldið önnur hafa ölmælin á Húsafelli en þau, at ek bera friðgœlur á 
yðr” (27, 186). 
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2.3 Oddný episodes and Þórðr’s punishment 

 

The doublet that can be found at the end of both the ‘Norwegian’ and ‘Icelandic’ parts 

is an episode that contains a) an appearance of Oddný and b) a moral judgement over 

Þórðr. In the ‘Norwegian’ part, this episode appears in chapter 10, after Björn’s return 

to Iceland,64 while in the ‘Icelandic’ part it is put in chapter 33 and follows Björn’s last 

stand. The former instance is analysed as a part of the ‘Norwegian’ part because this is 

one of the concluding scenes in the Bjarnar saga version in Bœjarbók.65 

In both cases, Oddný reappears after a long silence. In the ‘Norwegian’ part this 

is the first time when Oddný is not mentioned in a narrative summary66 or externally, 

just as a reason for dispute between Þórðr and Björn, but from a close perspective of a 

scene, so that her reaction to Björn’s return is even given as direct speech. In the 

																																																								
64 It creates a stranding case, unusual for Bjarnar saga. The significance of chapters 10 and 11 
will be discussed in section 3 of this chapter. 
65 It is assumed that the Bœjarbók version actually had it because this episode is included both 
in AM 71, fol. and AM 73 a, fol. that are considered the main vitnesses of Bœjarbók, see section 
3 in the Introduction. 
66 Before this instance she is mentioned in the retelling of the first chapter and then in the 
second chapter – first time to stage the possibility of a betrothal between her and Björn, second 
time to state the betrothal. Both times there is no direct speech or any insights in her 
subjectivity.  

1. Negative 
evaluation 

2a. 
Understandable 

action 
2b. Explicit 
motivation 3. Friendship 
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‘Icelandic’ part, Oddný appears quite often in the middle section until chapter 14; then 

she is mentioned as an active character again only in chapter 33,67 where she does not 

talk but her reaction on the announcement of Björn’s death is depicted in detail. 

This appearance is followed by a negative judgement over Þórðr’s actions, 

although presented differently. In chapter 10 this judgement is expressed by Oddný 

herself in direct speech  (“... ek hugða þik vera góðan dreng,68 en þú ert fullr af lygi ok 

lausung”); in chapter 33 – through narrator’s summary of Þórðr’s thoughts, known from 

other people, where Þórðr famously punishes himself for Oddný’s illness and regrets 

that he killed Björn: 

 
Svá þóttisk Þórðr mjök fyrir verða fyrir konuna af þessum meinum, er á lögðusk, at 

menn segja þat, at heldr køri Þórðr þá líf Bjarnar, ef þess væri kostr, ok hefði hann 

slíkar ástir konu sinnar sem áðr; ok þótti honum þat stór meinun, er til þeira Bjarnar 

kom allra jafnt saman. (33, 206) 
 

2.4 Conflict as an introduction 

 

Finally, the repetition of conflicts, according to Andersson’s scheme, appears in the 

very first chapter, when the Bœjarbók compiler decided to mention the previous 

disagreement between Þórðr and Björn. As Andersson pointed out, this mention creates 

an instance unparalleled in Íslendingasögur, as here the conflict appears before the 

proper plot starts, see section I, B, 2.2.1. In light of the doublets between the 

‘Norwegian’ and ‘Icelandic’ parts that were discussed above, one could suggest that this 

trace of the conflict in the first chapter also resulted from structural doubling of some 

kind. But doubling of what?  

It seems that tracing the repeating patterns between the parts can help to answer 

that question. For this, one needs to return to the winter stay episodes that were 

described in section 2.1. One particular repetition is striking. In both cases Þórðr starts 

																																																								
67 She is mentioned in chapter 32 in one of the Björn’s remarks during his last stand but there it 
is only a brief mention of her, not an active scene. Same kind of mentions, although different in 
theme, appear in the ‘Norwegian’ part too, in Björn’s verses addressed to Odnny.  
68 The use of this particular expression creates a contrast between Þórðr and Björn as Björn is 
often mentioned as a true góðan drengr (röskan drengr in AM 71, fol. in this and every other 
instance of this word combination). Góðan drengr is a way to call a hero in sagas, see more in 
Vésteinn Ólason, Dialogues with the Viking Age (Reykjavík:	Heimskringla, 1998), 144. 
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the interaction with Björn and in both cases he starts it by mentioning the previous 

conflict; in chapter 3 he urges Björn to forget their old, “small” disagreement (“... þat 

eitt missætti hefir hér í millum verit, at lítils er virðanda, ok því látum nú vel yfir heðan 

af” (3, 117)), and in chapter 11 he wants to verify whether Björn is going to abide with 

the settlement made by king Óláfr earlier (“Þat er ørendi mitt hingat, at vita, hvárt þú 

vill halda sættir við mik, þær er konungr gerði milli okkar...” (11, 137)). The next 

episode after this first interaction scene is a start of a close relationship between Þórðr 

and Björn during the winter stay that results in the major conflict stage, either in the 

exchange of thefts (wife/goods) in the ‘Norwegian’ part or in the exchange of 

verbal/physical violence in the ‘Icelandic’ part. In this pattern the previous conflict 

exchange becomes an introduction to the next, as it is shown in Table 5, where the 

bigger circle is an exchange and the blue dot is a reminder about the previous exchange: 

 

Tab. 5. Exchange model 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

2.5 Climax of the first part 

 

The mediation episode of the ‘Icelandic’ part is followed by a climax, the episode of 

Björn’s last stand. Although this is the most epic climax of the saga, it is not the only 

one, as for example the sequence of verbal insults also has its climax in the tréníð 

episode, see section I, B, 2.2.2. One could ask whether there is a climax in the first part 

as well, and where would it be. 

The study of doublets in the ‘Norwegian’ and ‘Icelandic’ parts suggests that they 

share some kind of a pattern (see Table 6 below). Thus, following this pattern, the 
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climax could be at the anecdote about Björn and St. Óláfr,69 as it stands after the 

mediation episode. It can be seen as a climax from the thematic point of view too as it is 

the high point of the Óláfr/Björn relationship theme that starts in chapter 6 with the 

mentioning of Björn’s desire to meet king Óláfr (see green boxes on the map in Table 8 

of this study). So this could be a somewhat hagiographic climax as the hero gets a holy 

artefact from the saint, i.e. gets a part of his holiness. A comparison with the second part 

could support this hypothesis, as the climax of the second part is not only formal and 

traditional but also a thematic climax. It is the resolution of the long-standing theme of 

the Björn/Þórðr relationship that goes through the saga from the very beginning of the 

text. However, it seems that this question can remain open for further discussion. 

 

2.6 The overall structure of the part in Bjarnar saga 

 

The overall pattern described in the previous sections can be found in Table 6.  

 

Table 6. The doublet pattern in Bjarnar saga 

# Stage Norwegian part Icelandic part 

1 Introduction Conflict before the plot; staging 

the meeting in Norway 

Conflict in Norway; staging the 

meeting in Iceland 

2 Winter stay Winter at Eírik jarl’s court; 

courtesy exchanges – staging 

the conflict 

Winter at Þórðr’s farm; mocking 

verses exchanges – staging the 

conflict; Björn’s moves 

3 First move Þórðr’s moves – stealing the 

bride 

Moves mostly happen during the 

winter stay, maybe something in 

the lacuna 

4 Violence Open violence at Brenneyjar: 

Björn’s answer 

Verbal exchanges, physical 

violence 

5 Björn/authority 

relationship 

Björn and king Óláfr: from 

coldness to friendship 

Björn and Þorsteinn Kuggason: 

from hostility to friendship/ 

Þórðr and Þorsteinn Kuggason: 

																																																								
69 On the hagiographical anecdote in Bjarnar saga and its shorter version in Tómasskinna see 
Alison Finlay, introduction, xxxi-xxxii. 
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from friendship to coldness 

6 Mediation King Óláfr as a mediator: 

successful mediation 

Þorsteinn Kuggason as a 

mediator: unsuccessful 

mediation 

7 Climax Björn: Interaction with a saint 

(?) 

Björn: Last stand 

8 
Oddný and 

accusation 

Oddný accuses Þórðr 
Þórðr accuses himself because 

of Oddný 

 

It can be said that mostly the doublets tend to be almost identical in form; 

although presented in different settings and contexts, the narrative seems to follow a 

basic structure that appears first in the ‘Norwegian’ part and then is reiterated in the 

‘Icelandic’ one. There are differences between the structural elements in two parts, 

though, that can be described in terms of two trends. The first trend is the mirroring, 

which means that the content of the same structural stage can be completely opposite in 

the ‘Norwegian’ and ‘Icelandic’ parts; such is the nature of exchanges at Stage 2 

(courtesy/mockery) and of mediation at Stage 5 (successful/unsuccessful). The second 

trend is the level of detailization and complexity, as it seems that the structural stages of 

the ‘Norwegian’ part become expanded or mixed in the ‘Icelandic’ part. Thus, in the 

‘Icelandic’ part the stage of the first move, Stage 3, is probably mixed into Stage 2, 

Winter stay; open violence of Stage 4 becomes gradual and divides in verbal and 

physical levels; the focus on Björn’s relationship with an authority starts to take Þórðr 

into account too. Hence, the ‘Icelandic’ part follows the pattern but not blindly and, 

most probably, shapes it according to the narrative needs.    

 

3. The place of connection: chapters 10 and 11 

 

The analysis of the structural doublets in Bjarnar saga allowed to see the basic pattern 

that is repeated twice in the saga. The appearance of such a pattern also opens a 

possibility to see where the pattern ends and where it starts again. This place in-between 

can be called the transition between the two parts. In Bjarnar saga this transition can be 
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found in chapters 10 and 11. It is not an abrupt transformation of a generational pattern, 

where one set of characters (and their storyline) ends and the other begins; the story of 

Björn and Þórðr continues and evolves. This section will outline how this transition is 

done and what its structure can tell us about the reason the story continues in the 

‘Icelandic’ part and does not end in the ‘Norwegian’ one. 

 

3.1 Form: Frame doublets and ambiguity 

 

The two chapters contain the structural repetition of a dialogue scene between Oddný 

and Þórðr. The dialogue scene has a distinguishable structure: it starts with the 

introduction of an issue discussed, continues with Oddný’s accusation of Þórðr, and 

then with a proverb; the scene ends with the narrator’s comment that the subject was 

dropped. The scene can contain additional information important for the episode but the 

core structure is the same. The two scenes create a frame for the invitation episode as 

can be seen in Table 7 (the red squares): 
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Table 7. Oddný/Þórðr talk scene scheme 

Ch. 10 
 

  
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The frame form usually suggests a special attention to the narrative, which is 

true for these two chapters in particular, as they constitute the most mysterious place in 

the whole saga. The question of why Þórðr invites Björn to the winter stay at his 

farmhouse, and why Björn agrees has been the subject of several studies and it seems 

that there is still no agreement on the interpretation.70 The problem is aggravated by a 

																																																								
70 See overview in Alison Finlay, introduction, xi: “Thord’s motivation has been interpreted as 
an attempt to pacify Oddný...; a gesture of reconciliation...; or the expression of a sense of 
guilt”. In her overview Finlay seems to agree the most with Frederik Heinemann who argued 
that Þórðr’s intentions are nothing but hostile as several signs of the invitation scene point out to 
the future violence; most importantly, the one that Þórðr wears a black cape, which is a 
traditional mark of the “killing mood” (see Frederik J. Heinemann, “Intertextuality in Bjarnar 
saga Hítdælakappa,” Saga-Book of the Viking Society 23 (1990-1993), 426-427). His main point 
is that with the audience Björn sees the hostility through all Þórðr’s talking and consciously 

Björn 
prepares 
to return  

Ship with a 
word from 
king Óláfr  

Björn is back with 
money/fame 

Oddny talks with Þórðr: 
- issue 
- negative evaluation of 
Þórðr by Oddny 
- proverb 
-  possibility of 
compensation from Björn 
- subject dropped 

Björn is met at the 
shore 

Þórðr asks Oddný 
about inviting 

Björn; 1 
motivation 
- a gossip 

Ch. 11 

Þórðr/Björn: 
invitation scene 

Þórðr talks to Oddny: 
- issue; motivation 2 
- negative evaluation of 
Þórðr by Oddný 
- proverb 
- subject dropped 
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sudden increase in motivations given to an action; accustomed to a clear narrative, 

where everything is coherently motivated by the narration or by the characters 

themselves,71 the reader/listener is suddenly confronted with a wall of ambiguity. Apart 

from the four different motivations given by Þórðr himself,72 there are also two 

references made by Oddný and Björn to some rumour that is not explained in the 

narrative at all: 

Oddný: “Hon latti, kvað það óráð at því orði, sem áðr lék á” (11, 136); 

Björn: “…mörgum mun kynligt þykkja heimboð þetta sakar orðróms manna” (11, 138). 

 

This switch to absence of any evident motivational connections can remind one 

of skaldic poetics, for which “the absence or ambiguity of logical connectors between 

parts of reconstructed sentence”73 is a typical feature. The frame-structure also could be 

seen as a poetic device, as it unifies and structures the episodes. One could argue that 

chapters 10-11 are deliberately constructed as a riddle or a poem; not just a mysterious 

place that is hard to interpret, but a mind trap, specifically designed to catch the 

audience’s attention, to make it think about the story over and over again.  

 

3.2 Meaning: Structure and motives 

 

Because of this riddle-like nature, it is hard to make sense of the motivation for the 

restarting of the pattern and the whole following feud. Probably, most of the 

interpretations that have been given already, especially those like Frederik Heinemann’s 

																																																																																																																																																																		
agrees to the winter stay because he wants to continue the feud. However, recently this 
interpretation was critisized by Daniel Sävborg, who pointed out that during the ‘Icelandic’ 
winter stay Þórðr is not aggressive – at least, he does not show any evidence of being in a 
“killing mood”. Sävborg also argued that all the signs of future hostility are indeed the code but 
rather to the audience than to Björn, see Daniel Sävborg, Sagan om kärleken. Erotik, känslor 
och berättarkonst i norrön litteratur 950–1350 (Uppsala: Uppsala Universitet, 2007), 381. This 
creates a tragedy of a much more sophisticated (and maybe more Aristotelian) kind, as there 
appears to be two characters, who make a mistake and who do not know what awaits them. This 
interpretation can be supported by the interpretative comments found in the ‘Icelandic’ part that 
will be discussed in the next chapter of this thesis. 
71 See the study of the motivations in the first part in sections under II, B, 2. 
72 Frederik J. Heinemann, “Intertextuality,” 423-424. 
73 Torfi H. Tulinius, “The Prosimetrum Form 2: Verses as Basis for Saga Composition and 
Interpretation,” in Skaldsagas: Text, Vocation, and Desire in the Icelandic Sagas of Poets, ed. 
Russel G. Poole (Berlin, NY: De Gruyter, 2001), 209. Here it was shown with examples of 
Hallfreðar saga and Egils saga how skaldic poetics can manifest itself in Íslendingasögur. 
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that suggest looking outside the text,74 are right in their own way; they cover different 

possible dimensions of meaning and thus enrich our understanding of the world of 

Bjarnar saga and the saga world in general. However, it seems that Bjarnar saga itself 

contains keys to one more possible way to look at the motivation behind the invitation 

for the winter stay. As with any interpretation, this one cannot claim to be in any way 

closer to reality than the others. Its only aim is to broaden the current perspective on the 

issue.  

 

3.2.1 Trust motive 

 

The first key can be found in the most prominent motive of the ‘Norwegian’ part, i.e. 

the motive of trust. It first appears in chapter 3: 

 

Björn mælti: "… en vant ætla ek, at mér verði at trúa þér, ok þat mun mælt, at 

ek halda laust jarlsgjöfinni, ef ek læt hringinn koma þér í hendr." Þórðr bað 

hann vitja ráðsins. Björn kvezk hafa setta menn til þess at gæta, – "ok seg þú, 

Þórðr, satt til um ferðir mínar, er þú kemr út…." Þórðr hét því, – "en því 

beiddumk ek gripa, at sanna sögu mína, ok eigi þarftu, Björn, at gruna mik, 

því at ek skal þér trúr vera." "Til þess skal nú ok hætta," segir Björn, "um sinn; 

en ef þú bregzk mér, þá trúi ek þér aldri síðan á mína daga." Fær nú Björn 

hringinn jarlsnaut í hendr Þórði ok bað hann fœra Oddnýju. Þórðr hét því ok 

talaði þá allfagrt við Björn ok hét allgóðu um at vera honum trúr ok reka vel 

hans ørendi… Ok þá er Björn var ódrukkinn, þóttisk hann nógu mart fyrir 

Þórði talat hafa ok honum of vel trúat hafa. (3, 118-119) 

 

Here the repetition moves this motive to the foreground, where it gets a special 

accent; it would be especially abominable if Þórðr broke his promise. It moves to the 

background for the time of Björn/Þórðr separation and then returns again in Brenneyjar 

episode, at Björn’s revenge, when Björn poses almost a rhetorical question: “Hversu 

trúliga þóttisk þú halda við mik vináttuna?” (7, 129). 75 Apparently, the trust motive 

follows the theme of the Björn/Þórðr relationship in the ‘Norwegian’ part and appears 

																																																								
74 See note 69. 
75 This is the fourth question in a row made by Björn; all the questions start with an adverb hvar 
and its cognates. Thus this question becomes the high point of the scene. 
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in the scenes of their direct encounter.76 This is the motive that shows up again in the 

invitation scene, another Björn/Þórðr common scene: 

 

Björn mælti: “Þat hefi ek ætlat, at vera með föður mínum, ok mörgum mun 

kynligt þykkja heimboð þetta sakar orðróms manna.” Þórðr mælti ok kvað, at 

Björn væri honum eigi trúr, ef hann þægi eigi boðit. Ok nú hét Björn at vera 

þar nökkura stund ok kvazk þó mundu dveljask fyrst með föður sínum. (11, 

138)77 

 

 The fact that Björn suddenly stops being reluctant and agrees right after Þórðr 

mentions trust and faithfulness, suggests that this could be the reason for Björn’s change 

of mind. Trust is something that Björn honours the most, as it was the main parameter, 

which he evaluated Þórðr with. To say that he lacks it himself is to challenge Björn 

within the framework of his own honour rules.  

 

3.2.2 The doublet 

 

It seems that a key to the reason for Þórðr’s sudden decision to invite Björn appears if 

one examines the structural doublet of the dialogue scene between Þórðr and Oddný. As 

was shown above in Table 7, the doublet has a common structure but each scene has 

some additional elements (see these digressions in cursive in Table 7). In the first scene 

of the doublet Oddný answers Þórðr’s proverb by saying that Björn will have his own 

compensation, in the second scene Þórðr adds a motivation (motivation 2) to the issue 

of the talk (his invitation to Björn).  

In the second case the addition to the structure is not a digression. It contrasts 

with the first motivation Þórðr gives to Oddný in the beginning of chapter 11, that he 

will invite Björn to prevent further conflict; now, when he says that he has done it for 

																																																								
76 The only common scenes without this motive are the scenes with Björn, Þórðr and king Óláfr 
in chapter 8. The absence of trust motive can be motivated by the prevalence of the 
St.Óláfr/Björn relationship theme in these episodes over the theme of Björn/Þórðr struggle. 
77 It also reminds about itself in the first motivation Þórðr gives to his invitation and also in the 
Þórdís’s warning about Þórðr, as she asks Björn not to believe him. After that the trust motive is 
absent from the ‘Icelandic’ part of the saga. 
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Oddný, this creates a diversity of motivations known to Oddný, which results in her 

evaluation of Þórðr as a liar.78  

 Similarly, it could be suggested that Oddný’s answer in the first scene of the 

doublet is not a random digression either. Her words that Björn will have his own 

compensation could be a direct motivation for Þórðr as his first action in the next scene 

is to invite Björn. Whether this move is based on fear and an intention to gain control 

over the situation (“keep your friends close, and your enemies closer,” says Michael 

Corleone) or not is open to interpretation, as there is no further textual evidence on the 

matter. However, this motivation would explain why Þórðr not only appears to be not 

aggressive during the winter stay,79 but even looks vulnerable. His image suddenly 

becomes less like that of a villain as his psychology and motives for actions become 

more apparent. Several times the audience is told that he does not like Björn’s stanzas 

and behaviour (ch.12), how he tries to figure out a way to show Björn the limits without 

an open confrontation, and how he is worried about his hay and thinks that Björn could 

be responsible for its death (ch.13).80 So, could it be that Þórðr invites Björn out of fear, 

without any further hostile plan, and this becomes the first step towards the tragedy?81  

 

4. Conclusion 

  

This chapter described the repetition of structural elements, or doublets, in the 

‘Norwegian’ and ‘Icelandic’ parts. The amount of doublets and their significance for the 

overall narrative (introduction, winter stay, violence, climax, etc.) gave a reason to 

argue that there is a basic structure that is repeated twice in Bjarnar saga. In other 

words, the characters of the saga experience the same sequence of situations in Norway 

and in Iceland, with differences in context, setting, content, and also the level of 

																																																								
78 Basically, Oddný experiences the same feeling of unreliability as the audience, which is 
struggling with the “truth” at the moment too. 
79 See note 67. 
80 These insights into his point of view are then supported by an interpretative comment that 
Þórðr thought Björn to be ungrateful. See more in sections under II, B, 2.4 and 3. 
81 In this case, Oddný plays an important role as a plot mover. Her words about Björn getting 
his own compensation become somewhat inciting, because they trigger Þórðr for an action. It is 
probably a spontaneous and a weird action too, as it does not get any support from the 
community; cf. the surprise of the servants in chapter 12, when they learn that Björn is going to 
spend the winter at Þórðr's farm. 
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narrative complexcity. This founding was interpreted as a possible indication of a 

compound or bipartite composition of Bjarnar saga.  

The end of the pattern in chapter 10 and its beginning again in chapter 11 

allowed two steps. Firstly, it showed the need to expand the boundary of the 

‘Norwegian’ part until chapter 10 (in Sigurður Nordal’s division it ends in chapter 9), 

i.e. until the end of the pattern. Secondly, it gave an opportunity to focus attention on 

the point of transition from one part to another. The frame form and the sudden rise of 

ambiguity in chapters 10 and 11 served as a basis for the claim that the point of 

transition between the parts was deliberately constructed as a mind trap or a place that 

needs interpretation. Although this makes the possibility of finding the “right” 

interpretation highly problematic, the observations on the form of the “transitional” text 

and the motive of trust provides more support to the idea that Þórðr’s invitation to Björn 

for the winter stay at his farm is not made out of villainy, but rather out of fear, which 

correlates well with the cowardice light he is painted in. 
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B. The rhetoric of perspective: narrative devices of the two parts 

 

1. Introduction 

 

In the course of the doublets analysis, it was pointed out that some elements of the same 

structural stage in the ‘Norwegian’ and ‘Icelandic’ parts can be presented differently. 

For example, the judgments in Mediation (2.2) and Oddný (2.3) episodes tend to be 

expressed in a different way; it is either openly explained in the direct speech 

(‘Norwegian’ part) or given indirectly, through a character’s point of view or a 

description of an emotional state (‘Icelandic’ part). The expression of a judgement in 

the text is a part of a bigger concept, namely the narrator’s guidance, the manifestations 

of which appear to be inconsistent in the two parts.82  

One could wonder where does this inconsistancy come from? One possible 

explanation could be that the change from one guidance model to another is a result of 

the change of location in the saga (Norway vs. Iceland).83 Another explanation, which 

agrees with the first one, is that this change is in fact a manifestation of the change in 

perspective. One can turn to the example from the visual arts where there are linear and 

reverse perpectives, discussed in detail in several works by Boris Uspenski.84 In the 

former case the point of view is positioned outside the scene, so that the size of 

everything in the picture is given respectively to this one focal point. In the latter case 

the point of view is positioned inside the scene, as “the artist draws the world around 

him, and not from the outside position”.85 Drawing upon this thought, one could suggest 

																																																								
82 The concept of the narrator’s guidance in Íslendingasögur was proposed by Richard F. Allen, 
who described it as the “pervasive assistance the audience receives about the values and 
judgements to be placed upon events as they occur one after the other”, see Richard F. Allen, 
Fire and Iron: Critical Approaches to Njáls saga (Pittsburgh: University of Pittsburgh Press, 
1971), 98-99. 
83 On changes in content between the narratives about the events in and outside Iceland see 
Torfi H. Tulinius, “Landafræði og flokkun frásagna,” Skáldskaparmál 1 (1990), 143-156. On 
the realism of the episodes in the ‘Icelandic’ setting see, for example, Lars Lönnroth Njáls saga. 
A Critical Introduction (Berkeley, Los Angeles, London: University of California Press, 1976), 
76.  
84 Here the discussion is based on Boris Uspenski, Poetika kompozicii (Saint-Petersburg: 
Azbuka, 2000 (1970)), 223, see also notes 12, 13. Published in English as Boris Uspenski, A 
Poetics of Composition: the structure of the artistic text and typology of a compositional form, 
trans. Valentina Zavarin and Susan Wittig (Berkeley: University of California press, 1973). 
85 Ibid. 
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that the consistancy in the narrator’s guidance also depends on the position of the 

perceiver’s point of view. What if the story of the ‘Norwegian’ beginning is told from 

the point of view situated outside of the narrative, whereas the point of view in the 

‘Icelandic’ part is placed inside?  

The change from the external to internal points of view has been recognized as a 

marker of the boundary between the frame and the main narrative. 86 This idea serves as 

a foundation for the next claim of this work; if the structure of Bjarnar saga is bipartite, 

the ‘Norwegian’ part works as an introduction, whereas the ‘Icelandic’ part is the main 

narrative. 

Thus, the aim of this chapter is to describe, at least, some elements that 

constitute the perspective in Bjarnar saga and to look at how perspective changes from 

one part to the other, if it changes at all. In this chapter the approach to the perspective 

is limited by the expressions of the narrator’s guidance only. This, in turn, is also 

limited, as the analysis will concentrate only on the two features of the narrator’s 

guidance in Bjarnar saga; the way the episodes are connected and the representation of 

subjectivity. In both cases this work does not pretend to be final; first, something could 

be overlooked during the close reading process, second, the current research is limited 

to the manuscripts used in the Íslenzk fornrit edition. Thus, this part of the thesis is more 

about posing a question than giving a final answer – drawing a possible framework that 

can be extended in future research.  

 

2. Tight and loose narrative: what does it mean? 

 

As was discussed in the introduction to this thesis, the research of Bjarnar saga for a 

long time acknowledged the contrast between the ‘Norwegian’ beginning and the 

narrative that takes place in Iceland. At the beginning this contrast was seen as a tight 

narrative vs. a loose one. This view has been challenged by Alison Finlay, who showed 

that the ‘Icelandic’ narrative is a carefully planned escalation, which in time results in 

again tight and coherent narrative of the climax, Björn’s last stand. However, even if the 

‘Icelandic’ part is not-so-loose, it is still different from the ‘Norwegian’ beginning, as it 

																																																								
86 Tzvetan Todorov, Introduction to Poetics, trans. Richard Howard (Minneapolis : University 
of Minnesota Press, 1981), 36;  Boris Uspenski, Poetika kompozicii, 141, 234-243.	
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seems that the “symptoms” of the contrast did not disappear with the change in 

researchers’ perspective. This chapter is an attempt to understand what “tight” and 

“loose” could mean in relation to the Bjarnar saga narrative. 

In order to describe “looseness”, one first needs to understand “tightness”. This 

term is not at all new to saga studies. Thus, Richard Allen in his work on Njáls saga 

described the two halves of Njáls saga as “episodic” and “tight”.87 The first, episodic 

part of the saga was seen as an introduction, the second as the saga itself – here all the 

episodes are connected by a “cause and effect” relationship in one line that leads to the 

burning, which is the climax of the saga. The tightness intensifies around the climax and 

manifests in a thickening of detail, extended scenes and the slowing down of time (in 

Njáls saga the first part covers 58 years, while the second – only 7).88 This kind of 

tightness was also described later again by Andersson:  

The exact relevance of a particular incident may not be apparent at first but 

becomes increasingly clear as the sequence unfolds. In this arrangement each 

link presupposes the previous one and provokes the following one, a technique 

that produces a pleasing narrative tightness.89  

 

According to Sigurður Nordal’s and Andersson’s observations, this tight 

narrative anticipates the climax of Bjarnar saga too, see chapters I, B, 2.1, 2.2.1. 

Meanwhile, the ‘Norwegian’ part of Bjarnar saga has also been seen as a quite tight 

narrative. However, one may ask whether it is the same tightness of the climax, 

described by Allen and Andersson, or not? And what exactly happens in the “loose” 

Icelandic part? 

 To approach these questions, the motivational links between the incidents in 

Bjarnar saga must be examined. For this reason a map of such links has been drawn, 

that can be found in the Appendix 1 of this work; some examples will be used in this 

chapter. It should be noted that in this work more detailed attention was given to the 

‘Norwegian’ part as the structure of the ‘Icelandic’ one has already been researched 

more, see chapter I, B, 2.2.2.  

 

																																																								
87 Richard F. Allen, Fire and Iron, 120-122.	
88 Ibid., 123. 
89 Theodore M. Andersson, “The Long Prose Form,” p. 406.  
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- The map of connections 

 

Three types of connections can be distinguished: 1) the “cause and effect” connection; 

2) a motive connection; 3) an explanation connection. The presence of these 

connections creates a sequence, where the appearance of any episode or scene is 

justified, and thus the feeling of coherence and tightness is created. The connections can 

be illustrated by the map of the ‘Norwegian’ part in the Table 8. 
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Tab. 8 Motivation map of the ‘Norwegian’ part 
1 chapter 

 
 
 
 

 
 
2-5 chapters 
 

 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
6-9 chapters 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

	
10	chapter	

Þórðr-Björn 
aggression 

Björn/Oddný 
betrothal 

Björn/Skuli 
honour 

Þórðr  
court poet and 
spiteful man 

Norway 
Björn 

|| 
Norway 
Þórðr 

Björn in 
Rus’ 

Þórðr 
Iceland 

behaviour 
1. 

Þórðr 
money 

interest 1 

Þórðr 
Iceland 

behaviour 2. 

Björn stays abroad 
and becomes a 
Viking; dragon 

episode 

Þórðr 
money 

interest 2 

Change of 
rule in 

Norway, 
Óláfr inn 

helgi 

Þorkell 
Eyjólfsson 

Þórðr: 
need and 

possibility to 
meet the king 

Björn: desire to 
meet Óláfr 

Brenneyjar 
Þórðr 

|| 
Björn 
	

Norway Þórðr 
|| 

Norway Björn; 
Óláfr’s 

reconciliation 
 

Þórðr 
Iceland 

Björn 
Iceland 

Björn with 
Óláfr; 

anecdote 

Björn with 
Óláfr: 
Þorkell 

Eyjólfsson 
	

Þórðr and 
Oddny 
talk 1	

Þorkell 
Ejólfsson 

Björn/Oddný 
friendship 
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Legend: 

 

 

 

 

 

2.1 Cause and effect  

 

The first type is a so-called “cause and effect” connection – when the episodes follow in 

the chronological order and directly influence each other, so that one episode happens 

because the other happened before. Thus, for example, “Þórðr Iceland behaviour 2” 

block (ch. 5) is possible only because Þórðr made necessary arrangements in the “Þórðr 

Iceland behaviour 1” block (ch.3) and Björn got delayed in Rus’ due to the injuries in 

“Björn in Rus” block (ch.4). Thus, “Þórðr Iceland behaviour 2” is motivated by the 

actions narrated in previous episodes and would not exist otherwise. 

This “cause and effect” is a prepared connection. “Þórðr Iceland behaviour 2” 

would not happen without all of the episodes in the sequence that starts from the very 

first chapter. In fact, there are three sequences that flow into the “Þórðr Iceland 

behaviour 2” block that, probably, can be called themes. Thus, the love theme that starts 

from the mentioning of “Björn/Oddny friendship” in the first chapter, strengthens in the 

“Björn/Oddny betrothal” block, interweaves with the theme of the relationship between 

Björn and Þórðr in “Norway Björn = Norway Þórðr” and with Björn’s honour quest 

theme, which starts at the talk between Björn and Skuli in “Björn/Skuli honour” block90 

and then this mixture results in, first, “Þórðr Iceland behaviour 1” and then “Þórðr 

Iceland behaviour 2”, again mixed with the Björn’s honour quest theme in “Björn in 

Rus” block. The blocks in the scheme can be seen as stages of the theme; each stage has 

an element that contributes to “Þórðr Iceland behaviour 2”; the plan would not work 

without the exact terms of betrothal agreement given in chapter 2,91 without Björn’s 

																																																								
90 This block is given as a start of the Björn’s honour quest because of Skuli’s remark that 
Björn’s trip to Norway can lead to success. Cf. his response to Björn’s desire to travel is that 
“many men had achieved success who were less mature than he was”/ “...þeir menn fengu 
margir framkvæmð, at miklu váru síðr á legg komnir en hann” (2, 113). Translation is taken 
from Alison Finlay, The Saga of Bjorn, 3. 
91 And it is not said anywhere, how Þórðr knows about it. 

Explanation connection 
Direct causality 
Motive connection 
Motivation inside the episode 
 

Green box  – the initial motivation 
episode, incident or detail 
Black box  – an episode in a sequence	
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need to travel even further than Norway (ch. 4) and so on. However, it is important to 

remind oneself that even though the “cause and effect” connections like “Þórðr Iceland 

behaviour 1” and, for example, “Þórðr Iceland behaviour 1” include the elements of the 

preceding blocks in the thematic sequence (not only this particular incident influences 

the next one but the whole group behind it), the connections between the blocks in 

sequence are not always of the “cause and effect” type.  

 

2.2 Motive connection 

 

Another very prominent type of linking is a motive connection. This kind of connection 

is based on repetition of any element: a word, a phrase, an image, etc. For example, this 

connection can be found in the pair “Björn-Oddný betrothal” and “Norway Björn = 

Norway Þórðr”. There is no direct “cause and effect” connection between them, as the 

travelling is not happening as a direct consequence of the betrothal (at least, we are not 

told that). Moreover, most of “Norway Björn = Norway Þórðr” is concerned with the 

relationship between Björn and Þórðr (the exchange of courtesies at Eirík jarl’s court, 

the two drinking scenes);92 so, the love theme is pushed into the background. However, 

the audience is reminded about the betrothal in the second drinking scene as Þórðr asks 

Björn about his agreement, focusing on a particular point of it: 

 

…þó at Björn sé samlendr fjórða vetrinn ok megi eigi til komask at vitja þessa 

ráðs, þá skal hon þó hans bíða… Björn skyldi ok senda menn út at vitja þessa 

ráðs, ef hann mætti eigi sjálfr til koma” (2, 114)/  “Þórðr svarar: “… far þú 

miklu heldr með mér í sumar út til Íslands, til frænda þinna göfugra ok vitja 

ráðahags þíns” (3, 118) 

 

Thus, for a moment the love theme comes back into the foreground and mixes 

with the theme of the relationship between Björn and Þórðr. Each such mixture 

transforms the “cause and effect” connection between the next blocks in this sequence 

by adding a new shade of meaning to it. 
																																																								
92 This block in turn is influenced by “Þórðr-Björn aggression” through another motive 
connection. When Þórðr mentions to Björn their previous experience during the first drinking 
scene in chapter 3, the theme of previous aggressive relationships is activated and this motivates 
Björn’s first reluctance to agree to Þórðr’s proposal.	
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It seems that another example of a similar motive connection is a tie between 

“Björn stays abroad and becomes a Viking” and “Brenneyjar Þórðr = Björn”. In chapter 

5 it is stated that because of Þórðr’s deceit Björn decides to stay abroad and starts 

raiding; when Þórðr reaches Brenneyjar, it is pointed out by the narrator that Brenneyjar 

is a place, popular between Vikings or raiders:  

 

…lögðu síðan austr fyrir Svíþjóð í hernað ok herjuðu um sumarit… Björn var 

nú í vikingu” (5, 125)/ Þar váru í launvágar, ok var þar jafnan herskátt af 

víkingum… (7, 127). 

 

Motive connections can link the episodes that are further away from each other. 

Thus, “Norway Björn = Norway Þórðr” and “Brenneyjar Þórðr = Björn” are connected, 

apart from being a part of the sequence, by the motive of trust, which is travelling 

further to the scene “Þórðr invites Björn to stay for the winter” in the transition part (see 

the discussion on the motive of trust in section II, A, 3.2.1) and there dies. This kind of 

a “macro-motive” ties the whole narrative together. 

 

2.3 Explanation 

 

Finally, the third way of linking is the connection by explanation. In the first part it 

manifests through the narrator’s comments and appears only in the beginning, chapters 

1-2. Thus, the block “Björn/Oddný friendship” appears to be a direct motivation for the 

“Björn-Oddný betrothal” scene according to a “summarizing” narratorial explanation. 

 

Björn vanði þangat kvámur sínar ok sat jafnan at tali við Oddnýju 

Þorkelsdóttur, ok féllsk hvárt þeira öðru vel í skap” (1, 113) / “en sakar þess, 

at henni var Björn kunnigr áðr, ok þau höfðu elskazk sín í millum mjök 

kærliga, þá játaði hon” (2, 114) 

 

Another example is the development of the relationship between Björn/Þórðr; 

the narrator first states that Þórðr was spiteful and mean-spirited and then, a little bit 

later, uses this aggressive character of Þórðr as motivation for the fact that Björn needed 

to move to Skúli.  
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Ekki var Þórðr mjök vinsæll af alþýðu, því at hann þótti vera spottsamr ok 

grár við alla þá, er honum þótti dælt við” (1, 112)/ …var hann því með Skúla, 

frænda sínum, meðan hann var ungr, at hann þóttisk þar betr kominn sakar 

áleitni Þórðar Kolbeinssonar en hjá föður sínum (1, 112) 

 

These narratorial explanations tend to be expressed through því at and similar 

constructions as en sakir þess at, at, etc.  

Another type of explanation connection is an explanatory comment given in a 

direct speech by one of the characters. Thus, in “Brenneyjar Þórðr = Björn” episode 

Björn decides to not to kill Þórðr because he was king Óláfr’s guest; here the audience 

learns his motivation from his direct speech: “…ok met ek hann [king Óláfr. - DG] svá 

mikils ósénan, at fyrir þat drep ek þik eigi, er þú vart gestr hans…”(7, 130). Note 

another mixture of themes here as Björn’s behaviour is influenced both by the main 

thread of the Björn/Þórðr relationship (evolved in “rivalry” as it already has the love 

theme in it) and by the theme of St. Óláfr that appears only in the middle of chapter 6. 

 

2.4 The ‘Icelandic’ part 

 

Thus, in one way or another, all of the episodes in the ‘Norwegian’ part are tied together 

with help of the connections described above. Even if a new theme appears, it becomes 

mixed with the main sequence as in the example with the St. Óláfr episodes, discussed 

above. Probably, this interconnectedness of every episode, based on the supplied 

motivation for every action, is what constitutes the feeling of coherence and tightness. 

This is what is lacking in the ‘Icelandic’ part.  

The Icelandic part becomes episodic as one can see on the map in the Appendix 

1. The “cause and effect” connections can be found mostly only between the scenes 

inside an episode but not between the episodes (and sometimes not even between the 

scenes). It can be illustrated by the example of the exchanges during the winter stay at 

Þóðr’s farm in chapter 12 in Table 9. The episodes are marked by colours. 
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Table 9. “Cause and effect” links between the incidents in chapter 12 

 

   People evaluate 
Björn’s visit as 

odd 

Þórðr/ 
Oddny; 
slap on 

face 

Björn 
stanza; 

mockery 

Þórðr and 
Oddny did 
not work 

Þórðr sees 
Björn merry 
with women 

Þórðr stanza 
(fornyrðislag) 

Björn stanza 
(fornyrðislag) 

Þórðr sees 
Oddny/Björn 

talking  

Oddny leaves 
breathing hard 

Björn 
stanza 

 

Þórðr is 
not 

pleased 

Þórðr is 
not 

pleased 

Þórðr provoques 
Björn prose + 

stanza; 
advantage claim  

(woman) 
	

Björn  answers 
prose + stanza; 

advantage claim 
(money) 

	

Both are less satisfied than 
before 

Björn stanza; 
advantage 

claim (money) 

Þórðr is not 
pleased; 

more 
hostility 

Björn stanza; 
addition on a 

son 

Stanzas stop 

Björn 
stanza 
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The “cause and effect” returns closer to the climax, Björn’s last stand, but even 

there some of the connections are left blank, which is probably influenced by the genre 

convention defined by Theodore Andersson and Richard Allen, see the beginning of 

chapter II, B, 2; after the signs of the climax approaching, the audience most probably 

knew what to expect. 

The explanation connections change their form in the ‘Icelandic’ part. Here they 

evolve to the level of a psychological interpretation, where an action is commented upon 

but the direct link between this and the next action is never present. The most 

illustrative example of such interpretation is a comment in chapter 14, where the 

growing hostility in the Björn/Þórðr relationship is explained through their thoughts: 

 

Þat fannsk á, at Þórði þótti framlög sín mikil, en ekki gott í mót koma. Björn 

galt ok slíkt í mót, því at honum þótti heimboðit Þórðar verit hafa með 

glysmálum einum, en veitt kotmannliga, ok þótti ills eina fyrir vert, ok þótti 

báðum þá verr en áðr. (14, 149) 

 

It seems that this is an example of an interpretation because it is never said that 

their next action was motivated by their attitude, as often happens in the first part, cf. 

Björn staying abroad because he heard the news from Iceland: “Lítt langar hann nú til 

Íslands, er hann veit þaðan tíðendi, ok hversu þat Þórðr hafði við hann búit” (5, 125).  

The only connection that stays prominent is a motive connection. Thus, for 

example, the sequence of killings by Björn is connected by the motive of óheilagr law, 

that Björn announces in chapter 16. It has its climax in chapter 20 as óheilagr law is 

brought up two times in one scene, which is followed by a strong move of a killing of 

Þorkell Dálksson, and then repeated once again at the end of the episode.   

*** 

To return to the original question about tightness, it seems that there is indeed a 

difference in the way of linking the episodes in the ‘Norwegian’ beginning and in the 

‘Icelandic’ narrative; in the latter part the narrator allows the audience to draw their own 

connections between the episodes much more often than in the former one. This 

freedom of linking continues also in the climax narrative of the ‘Icelandic’ part, the 

tightness of which allows the absence of the immediate connections, see Andersson’s 
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description in the beginning of this chapter. The tightness of the ‘Norwegian’ beginning 

is different as its main distinguishing feature is that it is consistantly guided.  

 

3. The representation of subjectivity in Bjarnar saga 

 

To check whether there are other indications that perspective could be responsible for 

the narrative contrast between the ‘Norwegian’ and ‘Icelandic’ parts, this chapter will 

explore another important element of the narrator’s guidance – the use of characters’ 

point of view and authorial perspective, i.e. the representations of subjectivity in 

Bjarnar saga. 

 

3.1 Different types of subjectivity 

 

In 1971, Richard F. Allen argued that saga narrators are not as objective as critics have 

claimed and that the very structure of the saga and the choice of details revealed are 

evidence of a compiler’s subjectivity; thus they convey their “value system”. 93 

However, the value system in the sagas is not always hidden in structure and objectively 

drawn events. Allen also showed that in Njáls saga the values manifest through the 

narrator’s comments and his control over the characters’ point of view. Among the first 

are the mentions of the public opinion and rumours, comments on the lack of 

information, small details that will work later in the episode or the saga as a whole. The 

lack of an expected commentary can also speak to the audience.94  

The narrator’s control over the point of view as it is usually described in the 

saga scholarship can be understood as an internal focalization, which means that “the 

narrator says only what a given character knows”. 95  This kind of usage of the 

																																																								
93 Richard F. Allen, Fire and Iron, 100. On 4 types of objectivity and rhetoric devices usage in 
sagas see Lars Lönnroth, “Rhetorical Persuasion in the Sagas”, Scandinavian Studies 42-2 
(1970), 157-189; Njáls saga. A Critical Introduction, 82-101. 	
94 Richard F. Allen, Fire and Iron, 100-104. 
95 Gérard Genette, Narrative Discourse. An Essay in Method, trans. Jane E. Lewin (Oxford: 
Blackwell, 1980), 188-189. See examples from Íslendingasögur in Vésteinn Ólason, Dialogues, 
108-109. It is important to distinguish between focalization and point of view, as the former has 
been recognized as the domain of knowing and the latter as the domain of perceiving, see 
Burkhard Niederhoff, "Focalization," in The Living Handbook of Narratology, ed. Peter Hühn, 
et al. (Hamburg: URL = http://www.lhn.uni-hamburg.de/article/focalization [view date: 11 Apr 
2017]), paragraphs 8-18. 
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characters’ point of view was explained by the trust of the narrator in the audience, 

whether the audience can interpret the narrative without further help, just through the 

point of view of the characters in action.96 

However, there are not only intrusions of some character’s subjectivity in 

Bjarnar saga. Another holder of subjectivity is the narrator, who sometimes expresses it 

more directly then usual in intrusions made for the sake of explanation or interpretation. 

In saga studies these expressions were analysed as a part of the manifestations of the 

authorial perspective, mostly in context of biskupasögur, where the explanations and 

interpretations are very frequent narrative techniques.97 Some examples of narrator’s 

subjectivity expressions were discussed earlier in context of the linking between the 

incidents in the saga, see sections II, B, 2.3 and 2.4). 

To see how the characters’ and narrator’s subjectivity is manifested in the 

‘Norwegian’ and ‘Icelandic’ parts of Bjarnar saga, the instances of such manifestations 

were collected. To detect them, three different parameters were chosen: 1) the usage of 

experiencer verbs (love, hate, feel, etc.) in the third-person narration, 2) the presentation 

of thoughts (John thought about Molli type) and 3) the instances of narratorial 

subjectivity that are presented as comments and not attributed to any character or 

connected to the plot directly. Then these instances were classified as “point of view 

(POV) control switch”, “explanatory mode” and also “other intrusions” for the instances 

of the conventional comments on public opinion and rumours, as well as narratorial 

comments that are not explanatory or given as someone’s point of view. Other ways of 

narratorial guidance, described by Allen, such as introduction of a character, descriptive 

details or structuring characters’ relationship were not taken into account for the sake of 

time and space in this paper. A table with the data collected can be found in the 

Appendix 2 of this thesis. First, the categories of the classification will be described in 

the context of Bjarnar saga and then, second, the results of the classification will be 

analysed from the point of view of their distribution in the saga. 

 

 
																																																								
96 Richard F. Allen, Fire and Iron, 217, William P. Ker, Epic and Romance. Essays On 
Medieval Literature (London: Macmillan, 1926), 236-240. 	
97 Margaret C. Hunt, A Study in Authorial perspective in “Guðmundar saga A” and 
“Giðmundar saga D”: Hagiography and The Icelandic Bishop’s Saga” (PhD thesis, Indiana 
University, 1985), 182.	
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3.1.1 POV control switch 

 

“POV control switch” is a tag for the instances of internal focalization as it means that 

1) the narrator uses his/her control over a character’s point of view to tell the story and 

2) the narrator can switch from one focal point to another. To begin with, most of the 

time it appears in the narrator’s account of the characters’ feelings as a reaction to 

something that manifests through the usage of experiencer verbs (líka, una, etc.) and 

through opinion constructions (“Þórði þótti ill sú tiltekja”, etc.). This kind of “POV 

control switch” appears often in the ‘Icelandic’ part of Bjarnar saga, especially in the 

episodes of verbal exchanges. The typical example can be found in chapter 12, #36 in 

the Appendix 298: “Þórði hugnar eigi við Björn um kveðskapinn, en þó er nú kyrrt, ok 

hyggr sitt hvárr” (12, 142). Here the narrator switches to a narrower perspective and 

gives the audience a puzzle to construct the meaning from, as when the narrative comes 

to the níð exchanges or to the physical violence, it is not said that it was a result of the 

characters’ feelings and reactions earlier. The reactions are just there, left in the air. 

 In addition, in several instances a switch to someone’s point of view can 

dominate the whole scene as in the Björn’s encounter with Þorsteinn Kálfsson in 

chapter 19, #60: 

 

Nú gengr Björn með honum ór garði ok þóttisk finna, at hann rœddi ekki af 

hugðu um rétta skipan, sem hann væri hugsi, ok litverpr mjök. …Birni kom í 

hug, at hann hafði komit til Þórðar, áðr hann fœri vestr; hann sá Þorstein vera 

litverpan ok grunaði, at hann myndi vera flugumaðr, hopaði frá honum nokkut 

ok gaf honum fœri. (19, 166) 

 

Through Björn’s eyes, the audience sees that Þorsteinn is pale and, through his 

thoughts, learns about Björn’s judgement over the present situation. There are no 

narratorial justifications to that, only actions that precede and follow. Thus, we know 

that Þorsteinn is an assassin but Björn just starts to suspect it.  

																																																								
98 Further on all the numbers with # mark will reference to the place of the instance in the 
Appendix 2. 
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Important to mention that a case becomes more problematic if there is more than 

one character in focus. For example, in another verse exchange scene the audience is 

told that Oddný was not pleased and left, breathing heavily; #35: 

 

Sá atburðr varð enn einu sinni litlu síðar um kveld, at Þórðr kom inn ok gekk 

hljótt ok vildi vita, hvat fyrir væri. Hann heyrði mannamál ok þóttisk vita, at 

þau Björn ok Oddný rœddusk við, ok hleraði, ef hann mætti heyra hjal þeirra. 

Björn varð ok varr við ok segir Oddnýju, at Þórðr hleraði til, hvat þau rœddu. 

Hon kunni þess enga þökk, ok gekk í brott ok blés við hátt, en Björn kvað 

vísu... (12, 141) 

 

The statement on Oddný’s feelings agrees completely with the typical reaction 

POV control switch discussed above. However, the context makes it more complicated 

as in previous sentences the audience is introduced to Þórðr’s subjectivity; we know 

that he heard voices and decided to look and listen. This creates a possibility that the 

following narration is a case of internal focalization through Þórðr, just as it happens 

with Björn in #60 above, and it is he, who notices that Oddný leaves “breathing hard”;99 

perhaps, it is even his interpretation that she did not take it well. This, in turn, makes the 

narrative even more ambigious, as Oddný’s reaction could be partly just Þórðr’s 

imagination. For simplicity, in the final omniscience account, section 3.2.1, this case 

and similar to it were treated as “POV control switch” and in the account of the points 

of subjectivity, section 3.2.2, as the point of view of Oddný. However,it seems that this 

topic could benefit from more research. 

 

3.1.2 Explanatory mode 

 

“Explanatory mode” is a tag for instances when the narrative starts to explain 

something; whether it is an action, someone’s behaviour, a cultural detail or else. In 

these cases behind the explanation lies an intention to clarify the information given or to 

connect it with the previous narrative. The “explanatory mode” has already been 

discussed in sections 2.3 and 2.4 of this chapter, but still lacks a summarizing 

description that would separate it from “POV control switch”. The most important 
																																																								
99 Alison Finlay, The Saga of Bjorn…, 29. 
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features of “explanatory mode” are that it is a) oriented outside the narrative and b) can 

be immediate or retrospective. 

 

- The outside orientation 

 

The outside orientation can be 1) extreme, 2) mixed or 3) neutral. In extreme cases (1) it 

is a comment that is obviously pointed directly towards the audience and that does not 

influence the plot in any way but is given to provide a cultural commentary. This seems 

to be the function of the comments on the natural pools in Norway, #28, or on the 

possibility to consume cheese and curds during the fast because fasting was not 

established at the time, #80.   

 

…ok honum var gör kerlaug, því at eigi er annarra lauga kostr í Noregi (9, 

133) 100 

Ostr ok skyr var at náttverði, því at eigi var þá enn lögtekin fasta (27, 185) 

 

In mixed cases (2) it is either an action explained by someone’s thoughts or 

general belief or a thought/feeling explained by an action. It is called “mixed” – because 

these instances are partly similar to a “POV control switch” as the narrator turns to 

characters’ subjectivity. However, it is still “explanatory mode” as here the emphasis is 

not as much on how a character perceives the situation but rather on the narrator’s 

decision to connect a particular thought to a particular action in order to clarify the 

narrative or/and to guide the audience by authentication of the “right” motivation. Both 

clarification and guidance are oriented at the audience, i.e. outside the narrative. Thus, 

the explanation “er hann hafði Þórði upp gefit fyrir hans sakar” in #27 could be seen as 

a narrated thought of king Óláfr and at the same time it can be a narrator’s comment that 

clearly states the “right” way of interpretation: “Konungi þótti nú enn meira vert en áðr, 

er hann hafði Þórði upp gefit fyrir hans sakar” (9, 132).101 This is why in the Appendix 

																																																								
100 This is the reading of AM 71, fol. used in Íslenzk fornrit. AM 551 d a, 4to has “því þá gjarna 
lauga kostur í Noregi”, see Richard C. Boer, Bjarnar saga, 23. For the needs of this example the 
difference is not important as the very attempt to explain is made in both cases. 
101 Some cases are very hard to classify as they can have features of different types. Thus, in 
#103 there is a description of Þórðr’s feelings, which fits the idea of “POV control switch”:  
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2 these instances are called “POV/Explanatory mode”. In the final account they are 

counted as “explanatory mode”. 

Finally, the cases when an action is explained by another action or reality that is 

known to the narrator are understood as neutral (3). Thus, in #82 it is not enough to say 

that the horses were close, in the hay-yard; the narrator enunciates that they were there 

because of the storm: “Björn sendir eptir stóðhrossum sínum, er váru hjá stakkgarði, því 

at þeim var gefit um hríðina” (27, 185). 

 

- Immediate and retrospective  

 

The explanation can be made using the information that is immediate to the 

action/feeling/thought in question, #78, or using the information that had been known 

before the subject of clarification took place, i.e. retrospectively, #8.  

 

Þetta þá Þorsteinn, því at hann sá eigi yfir, at þeir kœmisk til bœja, ef þeir fœri 

brott (27, 184) 

En sakar þess, at henni var Björn kunnigr áðr, ok þau höfðu elskazk sín í 

millum mjök kærliga, þá játaði hon (2, 114) 

 

In #78 Þorsteinn’s decision is motivated by his currently generated opinion that 

is immediate to the decision, so the narrative focus stays in the moment. In contrast, in 

#8 the present Oddný’s consent to be betrothed to Björn is explained by their previous 

attraction, so that the narrative focus switches backwards. The same happens in the 

interpretative mode in #43, discussed in section II, B, 2.4; the interpretation of Þórðr’s 

and Björn’s behaviour after another verse exchange concerns only the events that have 

already happened during the winter stay. It is different from #8 in a way as it is not a 

																																																																																																																																																																		
Svá þóttisk Þórðr mjök fyrir verða fyrir konuna af þessum meinum, er á 
lögðusk, at menn segja þat, at heldr køri Þórðr þá líf Bjarnar, ef þess væri kostr, 
ok hefði hann slíkar ástir konu sinnar sem áðr; ok þótti honum þat stór meinun, 
er til þeira Bjarnar kom allra jafnt saman. (33, 206) 
However, it is given with reference to other people, so that it becomes not a direct switch 

to Þórðr’s point of view but to a someone’s account of it. The reference to a source of 
information creates a distance between the narrator and the narrative, see Margaret C. Hunt, A 
Study in Authorial perspective, 171. In the final account this example is classified as 
“Explanatory mode” but this decision can be debated and explored more. 
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direct link between two actions but rather a psychological summary-interpretation of the 

occurred event sequence. Thus, it is retrospective.    

 

- How to classify internally focalized interpretations? 

 

Sometimes a character’s judgements and interpretations appear in the instances of 

internal focalization in “POV control switch”. Should they be classified as “POV 

control switch” or as “explanatory mode” then? For example, in the episode of 

Þorsteinn Kálfsson’s attempt to kill Björn, #60, Björn interprets Þorsteinn’s behaviour 

and suspects that he could be an assassin because Þorsteinn came from Þórðr: “Birni 

kom í hug, at hann hafði komit til Þórðar, áðr hann fœri vestr”. Could it be another 

narrator’s attempt to clarify something? 

Although this is an explanation, it is a different phenomenon. Unlike the 

instances of the “explanatory mode”, in the case of “POV control switch” the overall 

discourse of the narrative is moving forward, as it happens in #60, where the narrator 

tells of an attempt to kill Björn as if it is a new event. The detail that Þorsteinn came 

from Þórðr is given as a passing thought; it is Björn’s own interpretation that allows 

him to suspect Þorsteinn to be an assassin. In this particular situation, the character’s 

interpretation appears to be true; Þorsteinn is going to try to kill Björn and the audience 

knows that he was incited by Þórðr.  

However, this kind of a subjective interpretation can be also imaginative. This 

happens with Þórðr who thinks that it is Björn who ruined Þórðr’s hay in chapter 13, 

#42: “Þórði líkar illa, ok segir Oddnýju, at Björn hefði keypt at húskörlum at troða hey 

hans í saur ok spilla því” (13, 148). The situation is not as clear as in #60; the narrator 

does not authenticate whether Björn actually spoiled Þórðr’s hay in any way or not. 

Later Oddný talks Þórðr out of this idea but the reality is still uncertain.  

This uncertainity of truth lies in the foundation of #60 too. While Björn succeeds 

in his interpretation and Þórðr probably does not, both of these interpretations are 

subjective102 and a part of the immediate action, where it is a character who tries to 

																																																								
102 Here by “subjective” is meant the information that is perceived by the character, so that one 
is aware about the perceiver, in opposition to the “objective” knowledge, when the audience 
perceives the information only through the narrator, see Tzvetan Todorov, Introduction to 
Poetics, 34. 
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clarify the reality for themselves, not the narrator for the audience. Thus, in the final 

account the interpretative statements – given in cases of the internal focalization – were 

treated as a part of “POV control switch” category.  

 

3.1.3 Other intrusions 

 

Finally, there are narratorial intrusions that do not fit to the “POV control switch” and 

“explanatory mode” categories. Most of them form a group of conventional narratorial 

guidance that has been discussed several times in saga scholarship, notably by Richard 

F. Allen, Lars Lönnroth and Paul Schach. 103  The most usual examples of this 

conventional group in Bjarnar saga are mentions of the public opinion or rumours, 

which are often thought to be a device to provide the narratorial point of view.104 

Moreover, there is an example of a conventional narratorial intrusion as a first person 

comment on what information was not included in the saga, located in the beginning of 

the saga, #4. There are also rare but present examples where the narrator expresses his 

own views. 105  This type manifests in comments where the narrator agrees with 

something, #40, or evaluates something in the narrative, #84: 

 

Eigi líkaði Þórði vísan, sem ván var, ok gerisk nú fátt ok gneypt á 

með þeim (12, 145) 

Þat ferr nú fram, sem Þórðr beiddi, at hvárr þeira kvað allt þat, er 

kveðit hafði um annan, ok var sú skemmtan sum ein áheyrilig (29, 

189) 

 

 

 

 

																																																								
103 See also note 93. 
104 However, in cases where there is a direct reference to “people”, the analysis aknowledges it 
as it could be useful to distinguish when the narrator “hides” behind the public opinion and 
when he does not. There are several cases when it was hard to determine whether it is public 
opinion or the narrator’s; these cases are marked as mixed and counted as the narrator’s point of 
view. 
105 Paul Schach, “Some Forms of Writer Intrusions in Íslendingasögur,” Scandinavian Studies 
42-2 (1970), 136-137. 
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3.2 Analysis 

 

3.2.1 The overall presentation of subjectivity in Bjarnar saga 

 

The collection of data allowed the creation of a database of 109 instances of subjectivity 

manifestations in Bjarnar saga text, published in Íslenzk fornrit edition, belonging 

either to the narrator or characters.106 The classification itself can be found in Appendix 

2 of this work; the results of the classification are presented on the graph in Table 10 

below. The instances found are given as three trends: “POV control switch”, 

“Explanatory mode” and “Other intrusions”. 

 

Table 10. The presentation of different types of subjectivity in Bjarnar saga 

 
 

 It can be seen from the graph that the ‘Norwegian’ (1-10) and ‘Icelandic’ (11-

34) parts show evidence for the prevalence of different types or subjectivity 

representation. As a whole, the ‘Norwegian’ part uses “POV control switch” less often 

than the “Icelandic” one and shows preference for the “explanatory mode”. However, if 

one observes the ‘Norwegian’ part in more detail, one can see a change in trends. In the 

first five chapters, the “explanatory mode” prevails, while “POV control switch” and 

“other intrusions” are present but not as often. From chapters 6 to 11 the picture is not 

so consistant as subjectivity appears more like spikes (see “POV control switch” burst 

																																																								
106 This figure is by no means final as it is possible that something was missed during the data 
collection. Same applies to classification; there is definitely a room for improvement and 
revision. However, it seems that this account could be sufficient for the first approach to the 
subject. 
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in ch.7), while at least two chapters, 8 and 11, do not have any signs of subjectivity at 

all. This change in trends could be a result of the saga preservation; this option will be 

discussed later in this section. 

“POV control switch” gets the dominating position from chapter 12 to chapter 

27, i.e. in the most of the ‘Icelandic’ part. It increases sharply in chapters 12 and 27, i.e. 

for the most of the winter stay and during the Þorsteinn Kuggason adventure; in these 

chapters the narrative is mostly limited by the subjective perception of characters. This 

domination of “POV control switch” declines dramatically in chapters 28 to 34, where it 

is mixed with other categories. In chapters 28-34 the narrator’s subjectivity starts to 

appear more often than in chapters 12-27, see the spikes of the “explanatory mode” (ch. 

29, 31) and “other intrusions” (ch.29, 32, 34).   

Overall, the observations on the presentations of subjectivity in Bjarnar saga 

show a significant difference between the ‘Norwegian’ and ‘Icelandic’ parts in the 

usage of the “POV control switch”, which is prevalent in the ‘Icelandic’ narrative.  

 

- The influence of sources: The difference between AM 71, fol. and AM 556 d α, 

4to. 

 

A few words should be said about the movement of trends in the ‘Norwegian’ part. For 

this one should recall the state of Bjarnar saga preservation, discussed in chapter I, 3 of 

this thesis. There the saga was divided in three sections that most probably have 

different styles: 1) the first chapter as a retelling, 2) chapters 2-5½ as a part of AM 71, 

fol., 3) chapters 5½-34 as a part of AM 556 d α, 4to.  

Thus, first, the prevalence of the explanatory mode in the first chapter (five 

times in one chapter is the highest amount in the whole saga) could be explained by the 

very nature of the first chapter, i.e. the first chapter being a retelling. One could suggest 

that in trying to summarize, the narrator tends to switch to a larger perspective and, 

consequently, to become more omniscient. 

Second, the sudden change in trends in the ‘Norwegian’ part can be connected to 

the difference in style of narration between Separate saga St. Óláfr, represented in AM 

71, fol., and atual Bjarnar saga, represented in AM 556 d α, 4to. The comparison of the 

overlapping texts of chapters 6-11 in AM 71, fol. and AM 556 d α, 4to shows several 
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cases, when AM 71, fol. uses því at constructions of the explanatory mode in places, 

where AM 556 d α, 4to uses neutral narration without því at or other explanatory 

constructions.  

Place in 

Boer 1890 

AM 71, fol. AM 556 d α, 4to 

Ch. 7, 14 

(12-17) 

Ok þegar hann kømr til Noregs, sœkir 

hann á fund Ólafs konungs; var 

honum þar allvel fagnat, þvíat þar var 

þá fyrir Þorkell Eyjólfsson ok túlkaði 

vel mál Þórðar; sögðu þeir konungi 

málavöxtu á um ferð hans, ok beiddi 

(sic!) at konungrinn skyldi skrifa með 

honum til vina sinna í Danmörk, at 

hann næði arfinum. Konungrinn gørir 

svá. 

Það er sagt frá ferð Þórðar, at hann sœkir 

fund Ólafs konungs. Honum var þar vel 

fagnat; segir hann konungi vöxtu á um 

ferð sína. Þorkell var þá þar ok túlkaði 

vel málit við konung, at hann fengi fé sitt. 

Konungr lét gøra honum bréf til vina 

sinna í Danmörk ok setti fyrir sitt insigli. 

Ch. 8, 19 

(6-8) 

Auðun kvez (sic!) vilja fylgja honum, 

þvíat honum léku landmunir at 

staðfestaz í Noregi. 

Auðun kvaz vilja fylgja honum, ok létu 

heim at landinu við Noreg, sem Björn of 

Ísland. 

 

It could be suggested that the preference of the því at constructions in the first five 

chapters of Bjarnar saga in Íslenzk fornrit is an influence of the AM 71, fol. narration 

style,107 while the lost opening chapters of the saga in AM 556 d α, 4to could follow a 

different story-telling pattern with less intention to summarize. 

 

3.2.2 Who is looking? The holders of subjectivity 

 

The data collected also allows us to see, first, whose subjectivity is used in one instance 

or another, and second, whether there is a preference to someone’s point of view in a 

particular place in the saga. The overall account can be found in Table 12 below. 

 

 
 

																																																								
107 Possibly, Bœjarbók’s too but this statement would need more thorough comparative research 
on Bœjarbók manuscripts. 
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Table 12. The holders of subjectivity 
 

 
 

In short, the most striking feature of the graph is that the first 11 chapters have 

almost no instances of turning to Þórðr’s point of view whatsoever. Björn’s point of 

view (green) appears several times, but mostly the narration is dominated by the 

narrator (black), general view of the society (blue) or other characters like Skuli or 

kings (violet). This situation changes in chapter 12 where Þórðr’s point of view comes 

into the narrative and does not leave it until the end of the saga; he dominates 

completely the chapters of the winter stay (12-14), the ambush preparation episodes and 

the final chapters, and appears in almost all other chapters except for ch. 16, 19, 21, 24 

and 25. This is a significant prevalence comparing to Björn, whose point of view is 

absent from 15 of the ‘Icelandic’ 23 chapters. 

This switch to Þórðr in the ‘Icelandic’ part could make one think about the 

overall role of Þórðr as a villain in Bjarnar saga. In the ‘Norwegian’ part he fits the 

general saga convention à propos villains, as his actions are usually not explained and 

his mind is hidden from the audience.108 In the ‘Icelandic’ part, however, his view 

becomes so open that it creates another level of ambiguity in the general judgement of 

the events; it is much harder to perceive someone as a villain when at least a half of the 

narration is dominated by their judgements and motivations, which sometimes are also 

not villainous at all (see more on this in the section II, A, 3.2.2 of this study). 

4. Conclusion 

																																																								
108 Vésteinn Óláson, Dialogues, 160. 
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If the previous part of this thesis argued that Bjarnar saga has a bipartite structure, this 

one argued that the two parts of the saga have a narrative purpose – the whole 

‘Norwegian’ beginning being an introduction to the main narrative that takes place in 

Iceland. One of the formal signs of a boundary between the introduction and the main 

narrative is the change in perspective. To see whether there is such a change, it was 

decided to explore the narrator’s guidance, which is one of the constituents of the 

perspective in a text. Two categories of the narrator’s guidance were chosen; the way of 

linking the incidents in the saga and the representation of subjectivity.  

The analysis of the both categories allowed us to describe the narrator’s 

guidance in two parts. Thus, first, the ‘Norwegian’ part is indeed “tight”, because it 

does not have any gaps in the narrator’s guidance flow, which contrasts the ‘Icelandic’ 

part that allows these gaps very often. Second, the ‘Norwegian’ part exploits the 

subjectivity of characters much less often than the ‘Icelandic’ one and if it does, then it 

is almost never Þórðr’s point of view. This creates three oppositional pairs useful for a 

description: no gaps – gaps, narrator – characters, no Þórðr – Þórðr.   
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III. Conclusions  

 

The initial impetus to this research was an intuition that Bjarnar saga is inconsistent in 

its narration style and that the main borderline between the styles lies somewhere 

around Björn’s return to Iceland. This intuition became much stronger during the 

preparatory stage of the research as the previous studies on Bjarnar saga also noticed 

the inconsistency and put the borderline at the same place. However, the terms “tight” 

vs “loose” narration, often used for the description of this contrast in Bjarnar saga 

seemed too vague; it was still unclear how exactly does the saga change and also why 

this change happens in that particular place. To answer these questions it was decided to 

explore Bjarnar saga’s structure in more detail. This endeavour resulted in three main 

observations: 

 1. The structure of Bjarnar saga seems to be compound or bipartite. At the 

beginning, several repetitions of the structural elements, or doublets, were found. The 

next analysis of these doublets allowed to see a basic pattern that lies in the foundation 

of the saga’s part set in Norway and the part set in Iceland. This reiteration of the same 

pattern was taken as an indication of the bipartite structure. 

 The observations on where the pattern ends and where it begins again has helped 

to get a more precise idea of the Bjarnar saga’s external structure that can be described 

as: 

 

Introduction: chapters 1-10 mostly situated in Norway 

Transition: chapters 10-11 where chapter 10 is the end of the first part and 

chapter 11 is the beginning of the second. 

Main narrative: chapters 11-34 situated in Iceland 

 

This division allowed to answer the question of why the change in narration style 

appears around Björn’s return to Iceland; most probably, it is a point of change from 

one part of the narrative to another. 

 2. The division between the introduction and the main narrative in Bjarnar saga 

is possible not only because it is a usual structure for the compound medieval narratives, 

but also because there is a change in perspective. It was suggested that the point of view 

of the perceiver of the story switches from the outside to the inside. This switch 
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manifests in the change in the narrator’s guidance manner, which moves from the 

dominant narrator’s presence, where all the narrative is tight and coherent as it depends 

on the only one point of view, to the dominant characters’ presence, where the 

narrative can seem “loose” as the point of view multiplies.  

The described change in perspective was suggested as a possible answer to the 

questions of what changes in Bjarnar saga and how. 

3. Finally, the observations on structure in Bjarnar saga allowed to find the 

point of transition between the introduction and the main narrative in the saga. The 

analysis of the form and rhetoric devices of this transition narrative served as a ground 

for a suggestion that this transition is made deliberately like a riddle. The reason why 

the pattern reiterates is hidden and the narrative is constructed in such a way that the 

audience has to search for a suitable answer.  

*** 

 It seems that this research could fill some of the gaps in the research of Bjarnar 

saga. The bipartite structure gives an explanation for some of the Bjarnar saga unique 

features, such as, for example, the double conflict, and for the inconsistency in the 

narration style. Moreover, the analysis of this structure allowed to provide a new 

interpretation for the winter stay invitation episode, which has been debated for a long 

time. 

This research also gives an opportunity to look at Bjarnar saga from a different 

angle: not as a mono but as a two-part narrative, where both parts have their own poetic 

rules such as the type of perspective used. The theoretical framework drawn in this 

thesis could be useful for the discussion on the usage of perspective and narrator’s 

guidance, characters’ subjectivity and narratorial interpretation in sagas in general. 

All that been said, it is important to remind the reader that the preservation of 

Bjarnar saga does not allow any solid, final statements. The situation is cruel; the 

almost total lack of the medieval sources does not give an opportunity to trace the 

history of the Bjarnar saga’s text, and the lacunae do not give any chance to be 

confident in one’s interpretation. This is the reason why this research did not attempt to 

put any of its observations in the context of history and origins of Bjarnar saga. 

Nevertheless, the existing text offers a lot, if one decides to take it as it is and listen to 
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what it has to say. With new steps in Bjarnar saga research, maybe one day it will give 

answers to the questions of origins and history too.   
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V. Appendix 1. The map of motivations  
1 chapter 

 
 
 
 

 
 
2-5 chapters 
 

 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
6-9 chapters 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

	
10	chapter	

 

Þórðr-Björn 
aggression 

Björn/Oddný 
betrothal 

Björn/Skuli 
honour 

Þórðr  
court poet and 
spiteful man 

Norway 
Björn 

|| 
Norway 
Þórðr 

Björn in 
Rus’ 

Þórðr 
Iceland 

behaviour 
1. 

Þórðr 
money 

interest 1 

Þórðr 
Iceland 

behaviour 2. 

Björn stays abroad 
and becomes a 
Viking; dragon 

episode 

Þórðr 
money 

interest 2 

Change of 
rule in 

Norway, 
Óláfr inn 

helgi 

Þorkell 
Eyjólfsson 

Þórðr: 
need and 

possibility to 
meet the king 

Björn: desire to 
meet Óláfr 

Brenneyjar 
Þórðr 

|| 
Björn 
	

Norway Þórðr 
|| 

Norway Björn; 
Óláfr’s 

reconciliation 
 

Þórðr 
Iceland 

Björn 
Iceland 

Björn with 
Óláfr; 

anecdote 

Björn with 
Óláfr: 
Þorkell 

Eyjólfsson 
	

Þórðr and 
Oddny 
talk 1	

Þorkell 
Ejólfsson 

Björn/Oddný 
friendship 
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11 chapter 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

12 chapter 
 

   

Þórðr  
invites Björn to stay 

for the winter 
	

Þórðr and 
Oddny 
talk 2 

People evaluate 
Björn’s visit as 

odd 

Þórðr/ 
Oddny; 
slap on 

face 

Björn 
stanza; 

mockery 

Þórðr and 
Oddny did 
not work 

Þórðr sees 
Björn merry 
with women 

Þórðr stanza 
(fornyrðislag) 

Björn stanza 
(fornyrðislag) 

Þórðr sees 
Oddny/Björn 

talking  

Oddny leaves 
breathing hard 

Björn 
stanza 

 

Þórðr is 
not 

pleased 

Þórðr is 
not 

pleased 

Þórðr provoques 
Björn prose + 

stanza; 
advantage claim  

(woman) 
	

Björn  answers 
prose + stanza; 

advantage claim 
(money) 

	

Both are less satisfied than 
before 

Björn stanza; 
advantage 

claim (money) 

Þórðr is not 
pleased; 

more 
hostility 

Björn stanza; 
addition on a 

son 

Stanzas stop 

Björn 
stanza 

 

Þórðr/Oddny; 
Björn’s dogs plan 

failure; 
Björn’s behaviour  

Þórðr thinks 
Björn is 

ungrateful 
  

Þórðr stanza; 
servants, 

complains 
		

Oddny is against 
does not like the 

situation 
		

13-14 chapters 
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Odnny does 
not get 

room in bed 
with Þórðr 

Björn stanza 
Oddny 

denies that 
she had said 

anything 

Odnny offers 
her daughter 

to Björn  

Björn stanza 

Björn leaves and gives 
Oddny Þórðr’s cloak   

Þórðr is biten by 
a seal (with 
motivation) 

Björn learns 
about it from 
people and 

recites a stanza 
(insult) 

Þórðr does not 
like the stanza 

but it is “typical 
of Björn’s 
behaviour” 

Björn takes a 
calf with bare 

hands  

Þórðr learns 
about it from 
people and 

recites a stanza 
(insult) 

Björn does not 
like the stanza 

and starts a 
lawsuit;  
Þórðr pays    

óheilagr	law	
activated	

Þórðr 
discovers the 

tréníð 

Björn stanza 

Þórðr does not 
like the stanza 

and starts a 
lawsuit; 

Björn pays 
less    

Björn's desire is 
not satisfied 

(horses) 
  

Kálfr illviti's remark on 
hay; 

Þórðr thinks it’s Björn’s 
fault 

  

Oddny defends 
Björn and reminds 
Þórðr to keep his 

promises 
  

Þórðr satisfies 
Björn’s desire 

(horses) 

Þórðr/ 
Björn 

quarrel 

Þórðr stanza 
(fornyrðislag) 

Björn stanza 
(fornyrðislag) 

 

Interpretation: Björn’s 
ingratitude, 

Þórðr’s incencerity.  
Both more aggrieved 

15-17 chapters 
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Þorðr 
brothers’ 

arrival 

Rumour: Þórðr 
gets the worst 

Brothers urge 
Þórðr to 
continue 

Björn travels 
to 

Snæfellsness 

Þórhildr warns 
him about Þórðr’s 
brothers and gives 

her son 

Þórðr follows 
Björn with 12 
men, intending 

to kill him 

Brothers are against 
ambushing with 12 
men; only two of 

them stay  

Þórhildr’s dream, 
2nd warning; 10 men 

more to Björn’s 
party Brothers fall  

Björn recites a 
stanza; Þórðr a 

coward  

Björn buries 
brothers and 

proclaim them 
óheilagr 

Þórðr comes back 
not involved and 
recites 2 stanzas;  
defending himself  

Björn recites a 
stanza; two men 

killed  No lawsuit for 
the brothers; 
buried in a 

church 

Kálfr‘s son Þorsteinn is 
travelling to Þórðr to buy seal 

meat and believes Þórðr‘s 
inciting 

 

Kálfr/Björn 
relationship and 
dealings 

Þorsteinn attempts to 
kill Björn and fails; 
stanza; Björn declares 
him óheilagr 

Björn suggests 
compensation to 
Kálfr out of 
their friendship 
but fails 

18 chapter 

19 chapter 
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Björn 
eavesdrops how 
Þorkell 
Dálksson recites 
Kolluvísur, 
which is 
óheilagr 

Björn kills 
Þorkell, declares 
him óheilagr 

Dálk thinks that 
he will not get 
compensation 
from Björn 

Dálkr receives 
compensation 
from Þórðr and 
his help in the 
prosecution	

Dálkr receives 
compensation 
from Börn 

Þórðr fails to 
win the case 
(óheilagr) 

Björn 
surrounds 
himself with 
men 

Björn sees 
Kolli, Þórðr’s 
son, and recites 
a stanza 

Interpretation of 
the verse: 
paternity claim 
by Björn 

Þórðr 
prosecutes 
Björn for 
harbouring 
outlaws 

Björn kills the 
outlaws, takes 
Þórðr’s money 
and tells him that 

Björn learns that 
Þórðr harbours 
outlaws 

Björn spies on 
outlaws’ and 
Þórðr’s 
movements 

Þórðr calls him 
kappi 

Rumour that 
Þórðr got the 
worst 

Björn/Þórðr at 
hestaþing 

Þórðr recites 
Daggeisla 

Björn recites 
Eykyndilsvísur 

Þórðr is less satisfied 
than before 

Arnórr/Kolli 
opinions 

Þórðr throws a 
spear at Björn 

Björn drives his 
stuff at Þórðr They are even 

Björn/Þórðr	
stanza	
exchange:	
Grámagaflím,	
Kolluvísur	

20 chapter: óheilagr 
motive climax 

21-24 chapters 
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Þórðr pays 
Beinir and 

Hogni to kill 
Björn 

Björn defends 
himself 

Assassins return 
in shame  

3 nights at 
Þorbjörg’s: 

Björn’s dream 
and her 

interpretation 

Björn takes the 
shortest way and 
gets ambushed by 
Þórðr and 6 men 

3 nights at 
sister’s: Björn’s 
dream and his 

interpretation in 
a stanza 

Þórðr ambushes 
Björn with 9 

men 

Björn defends 
himself and kills 
Þórðr’s son  

Þórðr is very 
dissatisfied  

Þorsteinn 
Kuggason 

introduction 

Þórðr/Dálkr 
want his help 

with the 
prosecution of 

Björn 

Dálkr invites 
Þorsteinn for 

Yule 

Þorsteinn stays 
with Björn on the 
way to Dálkr and 

becomes the 
mediator between 

Björn/Þórðr 

Þorsteinn gets to Dálk’s 
Yule and confirms his 

mediation with Þórðr and 
Dálkr; Þórðr is reluctant 
but Þorsteinn procedes 

 

Þórðr/Björn recite all of 
their verses at the 

settlement meeting; Björn 
still recited one more than 

Þórðr 

Settlement fails and 
Þorsteinn thinks it is 
Þórðr’s fault; spends a 
little time at Þórðr’s 

Þorsteinn and 
Björn swear 

blood-
brotherhood 

oaths 
Björn got 

shortsighted 

People thought 
it all ended as 

usual; Þórðr and 
his men are very 

dissatisfied 
Friendship between 
Björn and Þorsteinn 

25-26 chapters 

27-34 chapters 
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Þorfinnr Þvarason 
exchanges swords with 
Björn; Björn is with a 
few men at the farm; 

Arngeir takes his 
weapons and is away 

Þórðr, Kálfr and Dálkr 
are planning to 

ambush Björn; Þórðr 
recites a stanza; Eiðr’s 

sons join them 

Björn leaves the house 
no matter the dreams 
and feelings; recites a 

stanza about the 
dream 

The last stand of 
Björn: 2 stanzas by 
Björn on the way, 2 

stanzas by Þórðr in the 
end 

Paternity 
revealed to Kolli 
before the death 
of Björn; Oddný  

Þórðr at Hólm: 
Þórdís tells him to 

give Björn’s 
necklace to Oddny 

Þórðr at Vellir: 
Þórdís, Björn’s 

mother, tells him to 
give Björn’s head to 

Oddny 

Þórðr announces 
Björn’s death to 

Oddny and she sinks 
in deep grief; Þórðr 

recites a stanza 

Þórðr fools 
Ásgrímr 

Þorsteinn 
procedes with the 

prosecution 

Þorkell protects 
Þórðr only from 

the outlawry 

Þórðr pays 
compensation and 
very dissatisfied 
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VI. Appendix 2. The representation of subjectivity 
 

# Chapter, 
page 

Instance Type Actor 

1.  1, 111 Nefnir þar til fyrstan 
ágætan mann, Þorkel 
Eyjólfsson, er átti 
Guðrúnu Ósvífrsdóttur, 
því at í þenna tíma var 
Þorkell í förum… 

Explanatory mode Narrator 

2.  1, 112 Ekki var Þórðr mjök 
vinsæll af alþýðu því at 
hann þótti vera spottsamr 
ok grár við alla þá, er 
honum þótti dælt við. 

POV/Explanatory 
mode 

Narrator/People 

3.   …var hann því með 
Skúla, frænda sínum, 
meðan hann var ungr, at 
hann þóttisk þar betr 
kominn sakar áleitni 
Þórðar Kolbeinssonar en 
hjá föður sínum. 

POV/Explanatory 
mode 

Narrator/People 

4.   En því get ek eigi þeira 
smágreina, sem milli fóru 
þeira Bjarnar ok Þórðar, 
áðr Björn kom til Skúla, 
at þær heyra ekki til 
þessari sögu. 

Exaplanatory 
mode/Other 
intrusion 

Narrator 

5.   Skúli var vel til Bjarnar 
ok virði hann mikils, því 
at hann sá með sinni 
vizku, hverr sœmdarmaðr 
hann myndi verða í þeira 
ætt…. 

POV/Explanatory 
mode 

Narrator/Skuli 

6.  1, 113 Þat var talat af mörgum 
mönnum, at þat væri 
jafnræði, þó at Björn 
fengi hennar sér til 
eiginkonu, því at hann 
var inn sköruligsti maðr 
ok vel menntr. 

People 
POV/Explanatory 
mode 

Narrator/People 

7.  2, 113 …	ok bauð þegar 
kaupmönnum til sín, því 
at hann hafði vana til 
þess, at taka mjök við 
kaupmönnum… 

POV/  Explanatory 
mode 

Narrator/ Skúli 

8.  2, 114 …en sakar þess, at henni 
var Björn kunnigr áðr, ok 

POV/Explanatory 
mode 

Narrator/Oddný 
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109 of vel] ofmjök AM 71, fol. Richard C. Boer, Bjarnar saga, 8. 

þau höfðu elskazk sín í 
millum mjök kærliga, þá 
játaði hon. 

9.  3, 116 Þórðr flutti kvæðit, ok 
var þat drápa ok gott 
kvæði. 

Other intrusion 
(evaluation) 

Narrator 

10.  3, 117 …ekki lét Þórðr þat á 
finna, at eigi hefði alla 
tíma vel verit með þeim 
Birni. 

Other intrusion 
(comment) 

Narrator 

11.   Ok inn átta dag jóla gaf 
Eiríkr jarl mála mönnum 
sínum, sem siðr er 
höfðingja til í öðrum 
löndum. 

Explanatory mode Narrator 

12.  3, 119 Ok þá er Björn var 
ódrukkinn, þóttisk hann 
nógu mart fyrir Þórði 
talat hafa ok honum of 
vel109 trúað hafa. 

POV control switch  Björn 

13.   Hann reið þegar til þings, 
ok varð mönnum dátt um 
þat, því at hann kunni vel 
at segja frá tíðendum... 

POV/ Explanatory 
mode 

Narrator/ People 

14.  4, 120 …kom hann sér vel með 
tignum mönnum, því at 
öllum féllu vel í skap 
hættir hans ok skaplyndi. 

POV/  Explanatory 
mode 

Narrator/ People 

15.   Valdimar konungi þótti 
hvárrgi góðr, ok vildi 
gjarna eigi týna liði 
sínu… 

POV control switch  Valdimar 

16.  4, 121 …en menn váru ekki 
fúsir til þess, því at hverr 
þóttisk til bana ráðinn, er 
berjask skyldi við 
kappann… 

POV/  Explanatory 
mode 

Narrator/ People 

17.   Var þar skotit tjaldi yfir 
Björn, því at hann þótti 
eigi fœrandi í brott… 

POV/  Explanatory 
mode 

Narrator/People 

18.  5, 122 …en engi kunni í móti at 
mæla, ok þótti Þórðr 
ólíkligr til lygi. 

Other intrusion: 
People POV 

People 

19.  5, 123 …	ok vissu þeir eigi til 
Bjarnar at segja, því at 
hann kom eigi fyrr til 

Explanatory mode Narrator 
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110 This is the reading of AM 551 d a, 4to, see Richard C. Boer, Bjarnar saga, 23. Íslenzk fornrit 
uses the reading from AM 71, fol. here: “því at eigi er annarra lauga kostr í Noregi”. For the 
needs of this table this difference is not important as the attempt to explain is made in any case. 

Noregs en þau váru út 
látin. 

20.   …ok vildu vita tíðendi, 
því at þeir váru af Íslandi 
komnir 

POV/Explanatory 
mode 

Narrator/Björn 

21.   …ok er Björn vissi þat, 
vildi hann eigi til Íslands 
fara. 

POV control switch Björn 

22.  6, 125 …ok halda menn, at 
Oddný sé nú betr gipt en 
fyrr hafði til verit ætlat, 
bæði til fjár ok burðar… 

Other intrusion: 
People POV 

People 

23.   Lítt langar hann nú til 
Íslands, er hann veit 
þaðan tíðendi, ok hversu 
þat Þórðr hafði við hann 
búit. 

POV/ Explanatory 
mode 

Björn/Narrator 

24.  7, 126 Nú kaupir hann skip ok 
ætlar at fara útan á vit 
fjárins. 

POV control switch  Þórðr 

25.  7, 128 Þeir kunnu enga þökk 
þarkvámu Bjarnar… 

POV control switch  Þórðr’s crew 

26.   Björn trúir því ekki ok 
vill leita um eyna 

POV control switch Björn 

27.  9, 132 Konungi þótti nú enn 
meira vert en áðr, er hann 
hafði Þórði upp gefit fyrir 
hans sakar. 

POV/ Explanatory 
mode 

Narrator/ Óláfr 

28.  9, 133 …ok honum var gör 
kerlaug, því þá gjarna 
lauga kostur í Noregi110 

Explanatory mode Narrator 

29.  10, 136 Mörgum mönnum varð 
nú dátt um heimkvámu 
Bjarnar, því at áðr hafði 
mjök verit á dreif drepit 
um mál Bjarnar, hvárt 
hann var lífs eða eigi.  

People 
POV/Explanatory 
mode 

People/Narrator 

30.   Það váru góðir gripir. Other intrusion 
(evaluation) 

Narrator 

31.  12, 139 …ok hétu menn um þat 
góðu, en flestum þótti 
þarvist Bjarnar kynlig… 

Other intrusion: 
People POV 

People 

32.  12, 140 …ok rennr honum í skap, 
ok drap hendi sinni hœgri 

POV control switch  Þórðr 
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111 hvernig] hverjum in AM 551 d a, 4to, probably a mistake. 

á kinn henni. 
33.   En eigi góð þótti Þórði 

vísan, er Björn kvað, en 
þó var þat nú fyrst kyrrt. 

POV control switch 
(reaction) 

Þórðr 

34.  12, 141 Hann heyrði mannamál 
ok þóttisk vita, at þau 
Björn ok Oddný rœddusk 
við, ok hleraði, ef hann 
mætti heyra hjal þeira. 

POV control switch Þórðr 

35.   Hon kunni þess enga 
þökk ok gekk í brott og 
blés við hátt… 

POV control switch 
(reaction) 

Oddny 

36.  12, 142 Þórði hugnar eigi við 
Björn um kveðskapinn, 
en þó er nú kyrrt… 

POV control switch 
(reaction) 

Þórðr 

37.   … ok er blíðr við hana, 
vill vita, hvernig111 Birni 
bregðr við… 

POV control switch  Þórðr 

38.  12, 143-
144 

Ok enn þykkir Birni eigi 
fullgört í mót því, er 
Þórðr minnti hann á um 
sakarnar ok hœldisk, er 
hann hafði hlotið konuna, 
en Björn varð lausa at 
láta… 

POV control switch 
(with thoughts as 
explanation) 

Björn 

39.  12, 144 …ok þykkir nú 
hvárumtveggja verr en 
áðr 

POV control switch 
(reaction) 

Þórðr/Björn 

40.  12, 145 Eigi líkaði Þórði vísan, 
sem ván var, ok gerisk nú 
fátt ok gneypt á með 
þeim. 

POV control switch 
(reaction) 
Other intrusion 
(comment) 

Þórðr 
 
Narrator 

41.  13, 147 Þar váru þau öll um 
vetrinn við lítit 
samþykki, ok ekki var 
þat mjök at vilja 
Oddnýjar. 

POV control switch 
(reaction) 

Oddný 

42.  13, 148 Þórði líkar illa, ok segir 
Oddnýju, at Björn hafði 
keypt at húskörlum at 
troða hey hans í saur ok 
spilla því. 

POV  control switch 
(reaction) 

Þórðr 
 

43.  14, 149 Þat fannsk á, at Þórði 
þótti framlög sín mikil, 
en ekki gott í mót koma. 
Björn galt ok slíkt í mót, 

POV/Explanatory 
mode 
(interpretation) 
 

Narrator/Björn/Þórðr 
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112 undan] undann AM 551 d a, 4to, see John LeC. Simon, A Critical Edition, vol. 2, 30.; undir 
in Íslenzk fornrit according to Rask 28. 

því at honum þótti 
heimboðit Þórðar verit 
hafa með glysmálum 
einum, en veitt 
kotmannliga, ok þótti ills 
eina fyrir vert, ok þótti 
báðum þá verr en áðr. 

 
 
 
 
POV control switch 
(reaction) 
 

 
 
 
Björn/Þórðr 

44.  14, 150 Ok nú er kemr at sumri, 
ok ætlar Björn í brott at 
búask 

POV control switch  Björn 

45.  15, 151 Þórði kom í hug, ef hann 
sœtti sér vápn heim, at 
fyrr myndi sær undan112 
falla en hann kœmi aptr, 
ok myndi hann þá eigi ná 
selnum ok vildi þat eigi; 
rézk til síðan ok fær 
hlaðit selnum. 

POV control switch  Þórðr 

46.  15, 152 Spyrr Þórðr þetta ok 
heyrir kveðna vísuna, ok 
þykkir ekki góð ok þó 
líkast vanða Bjarnar. 

POV control switch  
 

Þórðr 

47.  16, 153 …ok gekk Þorgeirr til 
fyrri, því at honum var 
þar gangr kunnari. 

POV/ Explanatory 
mode 

Narrator/Þorgeirr 

48.   Þat sýnisk mönnum 
ráðligt, at sú vísa væri lítt 
borin… 

Other intrusion: 
People POV 

People 

49.  16, 154 …ok þótti honum ill, ok 
vildi eigi svá búit vera 
láta. 

POV control switch 
(reaction) 
 

Björn 

50.   …ok þótti vænna, at þeir 
myndi firr sauri á 
ausask… 

Other intrusion: 
People POV 

People 

51.  17, 154 Þess er nú við getit, at 
hlutr sá fannsk í 
hafnarmarki Þórðar, er 
þvígit vinveittligra 
þótti… 

POV/ Other 
intrusion (comment) 

Narrator/People 

52.  17, 155 Þat þótti illr fundr ok 
mæltu menn, at hvárskis 
hlutr væri góðr, þeira er 
þar stóðu, ok enn verri 
þess, er fyrir stóð. 

Other intrusion: 
People POV 

People 

53.   Þórði þótti ill sú tiltekja POV control switch Þórðr 
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ok hneisa, er níð var reist 
í landi hans, ok hafði 
þetta á hendr Birni; ok 
eigi þótti honum yfirbót í 
vísunni, er Björn orti… 

(reaction) 
 

54.  17, 155-
156 

Enn rœddu þat vinir 
þeira, at þeir myndi 
heima sættask heldr en 
fœra svá ljótt mál til 
alþingis. 

Other intrusion: 
People POV 

People 

55.  18, 156 …var sá orðrómr á, at 
Þórðr hefði optast minna 
hlut. 

Other intrusion: 
People POV 

People 

56.   Þeim líkar það illa því að 
þeir voru ofskapsmenn 

POV/Explanatory 
mode 
(interpretation) 

Brothers/Narrator 

57.  18, 158 Þórðr víkr nú í brott, svá 
at hann varð ekki við 
riðinn, er þeir sátu fyrir 
Birni brœðrnir, ok þótti 
sér horfa it vænsta. 

POV control switch  Þórðr 

58.  18, 160 En Þórðr Kolbeinsson 
var þar skammt í frá ok 
vissi, hvat títt var, ok 
þótti eigi fœri at þeim at 
sœkja, er þeir váru svá 
margir saman, ok fór 
hann heim ok varð ekki 
við riðinn við þenna 
atburð. 

POV control switch  Þórðr 

59.  19, 163 Því brá Björn búi í 
Hólmi, at hann þóttisk 
vanfœrr til at hafa tvau 
bú, þótt hann hefði svá 
fyrst nökkura vetr, er 
hann hafði við tekit búi 
föður síns… Ekki hafði 
vingott verit með þeim 
Kálfi ok Birni fyrr meir, 
þá er Kálfr var í förum 
með Þórði ok ráðum, ok 
þótti hann heldr 
tillagaillr.  

POV/Explanatory 
mode 

Björn/Narrator 

60.  19, 166 Nú gengr Björn með 
honum ór garði ok 
þóttisk finna, at hann 
rœddi ekki af hugðu um 
rétta skipan, sem hann 

POV control switch  Björn 
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væri hugsi, ok litverpr 
mjök. … Birni kom í 
hug, at hann hafði komit 
til Þórðar, áðr hann fœri 
vestr; hann sá Þorstein 
vera litverpan ok grunaði, 
at hann myndi vera 
flugumaðr, hopaði frá 
honum nökkut ok gaf 
honum fœri. 

61.  20, 170 Hann harmar mjök son, 
sinn ok þótti ósýniligt um 
bœtr, en hafði áðr ætlat 
hjá at sitja málum Þórðar 
ok Bjarnar. 

POV control switch  Dálk 

62.   …ok þótti Þórði mjök af 
sér hlotizk hafa, ok bœtti 
hann Dálki fébótum ok 
tók við málinu til sóknar, 
er eigi kæmu sættir á, en 
Dálkr skyldi fylgja Þórði 
um eptirmál, slíkt er hann 
mætti. 

POV control switch Þórðr 

63.  21, 172 Ekki varð breytt um 
faðerni Kolla þótt Björn 
þætti hríðum mæla um í 
vísum sínum hver von 
honum þótti á vera. 

POV/Other 
intrusion (comment) 

Narrator/Björn 

64.  22, 173 …en Þórðr ætlaði at 
koma þeim útan ok fá 
þeim fé nökkut, þóttisk 
þá leysa þá bezt af hendi. 

POV control switch Þórðr 

65.  22, 174 …ok kemr enn sá 
orðrómr á, at Þórði hafi 
þetta eigi orðit til 
virðingar; þykkir honum 
þungt veita. 

Other intrusion: 
People POV 

People 

66.  23, 175 Er nú sem fyrr, at Þórðr 
unði hvergi betr við en 
áðr. 

POV control switch 
(reaction) 
 

Þórðr 

67.  24, 176 …ok kom hann fyrri, því 
at honum var kunnara, 
hvar skemmst var… 

POV/Explanatory 
mode 

Kolbeinn/Narrator 

68.   ...er þar mikill 
knáleikamunr; skiptisk 
þat annan veg til en þeir 
ætluðu. 

POV control switch  Beinir, Högn 

69.   Þeir fara í brott, ok Other intrusion Narrator 
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editors. 

þykkir ill orðin ferð sín 
ok hneisulig, koma svá 
búnir á Hítarnes. 

(comment) 

70.  25, 177 Hann þóttisk vita, at 
Þórðr myndi vera ok 
menn með honum; sjá 
þóttisk hann sex menn. 

POV control switch  Björn 

71.  26, 178 …ok dreymði hann 
hverja nóttina þat, er 
honum þótti um vert 

POV control switch Björn 

72.  26, 179 Björn ferr heimleiðis ok 
sér menn fyrir við ána, ok 
þykkir nú at sýnu ganga, 
at Þórðr mun vera. 

POV control switch  Björn 

73.   Þórði líkaði stórilla. POV control switch 
(reaction) 

Þórðr 

74.  27, 180 Nú þótti Þórði vænt 
horfa. 

POV control switch  Þórðr 

75.  27, 181 Þorsteinn vill ekki annat 
en fara, ok fór hann með 
tólf menn 

POV control switch Þorsteinn 

76.  27, 183 Þorfinna reið, en þeir 
gengu, ok váru þrekuð, 
því at þau höfðu villt farit 
um daginn á heiðinni… 

Explanatory mode Narrator 

77.  27, 184 Ok þá grunaði Þorstein 
nökkut um leiðina, hvern 
veg hann reið fyrir… 

POV control switch  Þorsteinn 

78.   Þetta þá Þorsteinn, því at 
hann sá eigi yfir, at þeir 
kœmisk til bœja, ef þeir 
fœri brott. 

POV/ Explanatory 
mode 

Þorsteinn/Narrator 

79.   Þorsteinn velkti113 mjök 
ráðin fyrir sér, hvárt þeir 
skyldu eigi brott um 
nóttina; þótti allt af 
óþokka við sér tekit. 

POV control switch  Þorsteinn 

80.  27, 185 Ostur ok skyr var at 
náttverði, því at eigi var 
þá enn lögtekin fasta. 

Explanatory mode Narrator 

81.   Þorsteini óx móðr við 
átekjur hans… 

POV control switch  Þorsteinn 

82.   Björn sendir eptir 
stóðhrossum sínum, er 
váru hjá stakkgarði, því 

Explanatory mode Narrator 
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at þeim var gefit um 
hríðina. 

83.  28, 187 Hann tók vel við 
Þorsteini, ok fannsk um 
færa en ella myndi, ef 
hann hefði eigi gist hjá 
Birni. 
 

POV control switch  Þórðr 

84.  29, 189 Þat ferr nú fram, sem 
Þórðr beiddi, at hvárr 
þeira kvað allt þat, er 
kveðit hafði um annan, 
ok var sú skemmtan sum 
ein áheyrilig. 

Other intrusion 
(comment) 

Narrator 

85.  29, 190 …ok þykkir Þorsteini 
Þórðr ollat hafa, er engar 
urðu sættir, ok var heldr í 
rénun vinátta þeira; þótti 
hann lítils virða sín tillög 
í þessu máli. 

POV/Explanatory 
mode 

Þorsteinn/Narrator 

86.  29, 192 …drap þó heldr fyrir 
honum, því at hann var 
síðan þungeygr nökkut 
ok eigi jafnskyggn sem 
áðr. 

Explanatory mode Narrator 

87.   En mjök þótti mönnum á 
einn meið hallask með 
þeim Birni ok Þórði í 
öllum viðskiptum… 

Other intrusion: 
People POV 

People 

88.   …unir Þórðr stórilla við 
ok þeir menn, er at 
málum stóðu með 
honum. 

POV control switch 
(reaction) 

Þórðr 

89.  30, 192 Þórðr ok Kálfr sátu 
fjölmennt á Hítarnesi, svá 
at Björn vissi eigi, ok 
ætluðu, ef þeim þœtti 
fœri á gefa, at brenna 
Björn inni. 

POV control switch  Þórðr, Kálfr 

90.  30, 194 …en hon var ekki til 
mállöt ok sagði þeim til 
mart 

Other intrusion 
(comment) 

Narrator 

91.  31, 195 En þeir Þórðr ok Þorvaldr 
Eiðssynir ok Kolli 
Þórðarson skyldi sitja á 
götu þeiri, er liggr til 
Hvítingshjalla, ef þangat 
bæri at, því at þar höfðu 

POV/Explanatory 
mode 
  

Narrator/Þórðr & co. 
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haga hross þau, er Björn 
hafði gefit Þorsteini…	 

92.   En Dálkr frá Húsafelli 
skal sitja á götu þeiri, er 
liggr til fjalla fyrir austan 
vatn, ok gæta þar, því at 
þeim þótti eigi ørvænt, at 
Björn fœri upp í dalinn til 
rétta, er mannfátt var 
heima.  

POV/Explanatory 
mode 
 

Narrator/Þórðr & co. 

93.   Þórði þótti líklegt að 
Björn mundi koma 
annaðhvort til rétta…  
því at þaðan var ván 
fleira fjár Bjarnar… 

POV/Explanatory 
mode 

Þórðr/Narrator 

94.   En fyrir því varðveittu 
þeir göturnar allar, at þeir 
þóttusk vita, at Björn 
myndi nökkura fara brott, 
en vildu eigi koma í 
Hólm, fyrr en víst væri, 
at Björn væri eigi heima, 
ef svá vildi verða; þótti 
sér mundu torsótt at 
sækja hann 

POV/Explanatory 
mode 
 

Narrator/Þórðr & co. 

95.  32, 196 Birni þótti illar 
húsgöngur, er hann átti 
sökótt, ok þótti aldri 
ørvænt, á hverri stundu 
hann þyrfti manna við… 

POV control switch  Björn 

96.  32, 200 Sveinninn segir, ok 
þóttisk Björn kenna Kálf 
at frásögn hans 

POV control switch  Björn 

97.  32, 201 Kolli sótti Björn fast, nær 
í mesta lagi einna manna 
í sífellu, þótt vér kunnim 
eigi at greina, hvert 
sárafar hann veitti 
honum. 

Other intrusion 
(comment) 

Narrator 

98.  32, 202 Þórði varð mismælt, ok 
vildi hann sagt hafa, at sá 
skyldi hann höggva 
klámhöggvi þann dag. 

POV/Explanatory 
mode 

Narrator/ Þórðr 

99.   …ok fell Björn nú, svá at 
hann stóð á knjám ok 
varðisk með skærunum 
af mikilli hugprýði, því at 
hann var inn mesti 

Other intrusion 
(comment) 

Narrator 
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fullhugi, sem opt höfðu 
raunir á orðit 

100.  33, 205 Þórði líkaði illa hennar 
málsemdir… 

POV control switch 
(reaction) 

Þórðr 

101.   Henni þótti sér þat helzt 
ró, at hon sæti á hestsbaki 

POV control switch Oddny 

102.   …ok gerði hann þat, at 
honum þótti stór mein á 
vera, en vildi við leita at 
hugga hana 

POV/Explanatory 
mode 

Þórðr/Narrator 

103.  33, 206 Svá þóttisk Þórðr mjök 
fyrir verða fyrir konuna 
af þessum meinum, er á 
lögðusk, at menn segja 
þat, at heldr køri Þórðr þá 
líf Bjarnar, ef þess væri 
kostr, ok hefði hann 
slíkar ástir konu sinnar 
sem áðr; ok þótti honum 
þat stór meinun, er til 
þeira Bjarnar kom allra 
jafnt saman. 

POV control switch 
+ 
Explanatory mode 

Þórðr/Narrator 

104.  34, 207 Þórðr var maðr orðhagr 
ok sléttmáll ok tjáir fyrir 
honum, hvé mikit hann 
var neyddr til þessa 
verks… 

Other intrusion 
(comment) 

Narrator 

105.  34, 208 …ok var auðsætt, hvat til 
helt um sættir þeira, 
fortölur Þórðar, en 
hvatvísi Ásgríms. 

Other intrusion 
(comment) 

Narrator 

106.   Því var Þorsteinn ok 
Ásgrímr fyrir eptirmáli 
um Björn, at aðilinn, sá 
er fyrir öndverðu var,…. 
var nú hrumr af elli… 

Explanatory mode Narrator 

107.  34, 209 Þeir Þorkell ok Þorsteinn 
váru brœðrungar at 
frændsemi ok sá Þorkell, 
at þeim samði eigi svá 
mjök at þreyta, en vissi 
kapp Þorsteins…. ok vill 
hann leita mála fyrir 
hönd Þórðar, en ganga 
eigi í bardaga fyrir hans 
sakar móti frændum 
sínum… 

POV/ Explanatory 
mode 

Þorkell/Narrator 

108.  34, 211 …ok unir Þórðr við POV control switch Þórðr 
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stórilla ok hans menn, 
þótt þá mætti ekki at 
hafa. 

(reaction) 

109.   Þórðr Kolbeinsson fór 
heim á Hítarnes til bús 
síns ok unir eigi vel við 
málalykðir. 

POV control switch 
(reaction)98 

Þórðr 


